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Private landowners control most or the access to 

Virginia•s wildlif~ resource, yet information is lacking on 

how or why they control the use of their land by sportsmen. 

11 Posted11 and 11 l:lo Huntinsr'' .signs sH~ti. throughout rural 

Virginia suggest that landowners in the state are part of a 

national trend toward closing rrivate land to public 

rocreatio:i. Church (1979) reported accelerating trends of 

declining public recreation en private land and increasing 

posting. Other authors also predict increased posting, 

based on rural social trends (Irland a.nd Bumpf 1980) and 

opposition to hunting (Shaw 1974). Adding to tne unpleasant 

nature of this forecast is the reduction in wildlife habitat 

due to the loss of farmland to urbanization and soil 

~rosion. Farmland in Virginia shrank from 14.6 rrillion 

acres in 1954 to 9.7 milliou acres in 1978--a 33 percent 

decrease (Hrezo 1980). Lack of private land for hunting is 

already a serious problem. DEcker and Brown {1979:23) found 

that 65 percent of hunters surveyed in Neu York "would bunt 

more they could find more la. nd open to They 

also found that huLters encountered crowding, limited 

parking space and poor road access on the land that was 

available for hunting. Applegate's (1977:115) description 

0£ hunting in New Jersey foretells the future of bunting 
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wherever the hunting population is squeezed onto a shrinking 

a.1noun t of land: "Private lands are almost universally 

controlled by hunting clubs ••• Access to these private lands 

is rigorously defended agai.nst. intrusion .by nonmembers ...... Jn 

public land heavy stocking of pen reared game, without the 

controls exercised on private land, 

densities ••• unimaginable 40 years ago.tt 

has led ~o hunter 

Posting is a symptom of an underl1ing conflict between 

landovners and sportsmen. Sha'\ti (1971+) and Applegate (1975, 

197 7) have emphasized anti-hunting sentiment as a threat to 

sport. hunting .• While this sentiment ma] account for the 

frequent posting by recent inmigrants to rural areas 

(Marshall 1973), landowners raised in the country generally 

approve of hunting (Kellert 1979). ~h~le rural residents 

ex;?r-ess l:ittle anti-hunting sEn-timent, their 2,nti-hun,1§£ 

sentiment is frequently strong {Sbaw and Giitert 1974). A 

principal reason that land is closed to hunting is the 

landowners perception of hunters as rude and unsafe. O.ne-

third o.f. thE~ landowners who pest in West Virginia said they 

feared damage from hunters to their property, livestock and 

person (Mcintosh 1967). Brown and Thompson {1976) reported 

that 97 pecc8nt of posting landowners in New York cited the 

poor behavior of recreationists as a reason for posting. 

Irland and Bumpf { 1 9 8 0,: 8 0- 81) explain the breakdown of 

landowner-sportsmen relations in this passage: 
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In the past, rural landowners in many regions 
accepted the right of others to cross their 
property £or the purpose of hunting, fishing and 
travel. When the people doing sc were neighbors, 
and wl1en the owner himself expected to enjoy the 
same right elsewhere, a supportive social 
concensus favoring public access to private land 
could exist. Today the users are increasingly 
strangers ."from a c1istance,. They at times damage 
roads with ••• vehicles ••• or hu~t birds in the 
backyards of persons who disapprove of hunting. 
The concensus supporting public use wrinkles. 
Rhen fences are broken and buildings vandalized, 
it co.llapses,. The increased deve.lopment of rural 
regions means that reside.nts arz closer together, 
but even neigh.bor.s are o.tten strangers .. 

Abuse of hunting privileges has £eacbed the tolerance 

limit of large industrial landowners as well as small 

private landowners,. Forest industry land has been tbe only 

expanding source of land for hunting, increasing in the 

South from 19.5 million acres in 1962 to 25 million acres in 

1974 µrland and Rumpf 1980). Now these vast holdings may 

be withdrawn from public use. A statement from Westvaco in 

1981 to those hunting on their 1-3.nd in Virginia sounds this 

warning: uLittering, destruction of company property, abuse 

of company roads, infringements on our neighbors• property 

rights, aad interference with our forest management 

activities will not be tolerated ••• Abuse by thoughtless 

people jeopardizes the availability of "Ori va te lands 
.~ 

for 

hunting and other recreation by ethical sportsmen. n 

Clearly, increasing numbers of landowners feel threatened 

by hunters, and their complaints must be addressed if 

current and future hunting reguireillents for land are to be 
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met. Irland and Rumpf (1980:81) emphasize the point that lta 

change of ten percentage points in tbe p£oportion of owneLs 

allowing a given activity can nullify the state-wide effect 

of millions of dollars of outlays on land aquisitioo, 

leaving the general public no better of£ than before." 

Given the difficulty of the problem and the importance of 

its consequences, action must be taken to improve landowner-

sportsman relations. Understanding the attitudes of rural 

landowners in Virginia toward land access is the vital first 

step in improving these celations. Spo~tsmen can use this 

understanding to become more acceptable to landowners. The 

Virginia Commission of Game and Inl~nd Fisheries and the 

sportsman organizations of the state need this inforEation 

in their ethics and safety programs for sportsmen (Hunter 

Safety Course and Operation RESPECT) {Bromley and Gillam 

1980), and in designing a program to encourage landowners to 

provide access to the wildlife resource on their land. 

Although studies from other states provide insight into 

landowner-sportsman relations, ~n£ormation specific to 

Virginia is necessary for programs to have credibility with 

the landowners and sportsmen of Virginia. The research 

herein was conducted to contribute to that necessary 

inforuation. 



A primary goal of this research was to learn what makes 

landowners do what they do. A conceptual fraillework for 

beha v_ior forrna tio.n aided the design of this research,. A 

general model of behavior and the influences upon it (Fig. 

1), was developed from concepts presented ty Shaw (1975) and 

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975). Experiences such as contact ~ith 

wildlife, hunters, and bloodshed are affected by gender 1 

parental actions, and location of childhood residence. 

These experiences lead to the aguiring of beliefs atout 

animals, hunters and hunting, which in conjunction with 

values, determine attitudes. Attitudes lead to intentions 

to do things .. Finally intentions, sometimes altered by 

unforeseen circumstances, determine behavior. This pathway 

is usually viewed as moving from background variables to 

behavior. but there are many opportunities for feedback. 

For exa~ple, hunting is a behavior that provides experiences 

leading to beliefs, then to attitudes and then to intentions 

to go or not go hunting again. such feedback loops modify a 

person's behavior patterns throgghout bis life. 

The indirect relationship between attitude and behavior 

must be considered whenever predictions of behavior are 

based on attitudes. While an attitude will produce an 

overall consistent patteTn of behavior, behavior- in a 



Background 
Variables 

Sex t 
Childhood 

residence 
Parental actions 

Attitudes 

Wildlife 
attitude 

Hunting 
attitude 

Hunter 
attitude 

Experiences 

Contact with 
wildlife 

Contact with 
hunters 

Hunting 

t 
experiences 

Observing or 
helping slaughter 
livestock 

(Beliefs 

Linking of 
attributes 
to 

Wildlife 
Hunting 
Hunters 

x 

t Intention ~ 
Intention to .,, 

Control Access 

Behavior 

Control of 
Access 

Values) 

Evaluations of 
attributes 

Fig. 1. General model of the formation of the behavior, access control, 
based on Shaw (1975) and Fishbein and Ajzen (1975). 

t 

°' 
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specific instance cannot be p~edicted from an attitude. 

Of ten many factors besides the attitude used as the 

predictor influence the behavior ~n question. So w11i1e it 

is conceptually va1id to use 

the limitations of this 

{I'ishbei_n and Ajzen 1975),,, 

1.fil!..Q Ac c .§§§ 

attitudes to predict behavior, 

approach must .ce recognized 

The behavior of interest in this research is landowner 

control of access to his land for hunting. Here access does 

not refer to the physical possibility of driving or walking 

onto a given tract of land. Irland and Rumpf (1980) re£er 

to this physical consideration access. 

Effective access is often manifulated to control bunting on 

large tracts of forest land, such as military reservations 

and western ranc:t~es 1 but is of 1i ttle impor:tance in 

agricultural areas of Virginia bec~use of the relatively 

small tract size and the network of public roads. La nu 
access, as used in this pafec and otLers (Church 1979, 

Decker and Brown 1979, and Irland and Rumpf 1980) refers to 

the legal right to go oo a tract of land. Control of access 

means determiniLg ~ho will or will not receive permission to 

enter a tract of land. 



QQject,!ve.§ 

The objectives of the research were the following: 

1. Develop an accurate measure of land access control. 

2. Describe land access control by rural landowners in 

£our counties of piedmont Virginia. 

3. Describe the attitudes of rural landowners toward 

hunters, hunting, and wildlife. 

4. Develop a model of access control, incorporating 

attitudes, environmental factors and socio-economic 

characteristics,. 

5. Recommend ways the availability of private land for 

public hunting can be increased in Virginia, based 

on the research tiI1dings. 

8 
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The objectives of this study required aata on individuals 

in the study population on several topics--tehavior, 

attitudes, experiences, and demographics. Social research 

employs numerous methods including laboratory experiments, 

direct obser va·tion, participant ob:Servatio.n, surveys., 

analysis of existing statistics, and content analysis of 

news and cultural media (Babbie 1979). Data was collected 

for this study through survey research for several reasons. 

First, surveys are best way to collect quantitative data on 

several topics simultaneously from individuals in a 

geographically dispersed population. Second, because data 

caL be collected from a dispersed population, survEys use 

proba.bility sampling of the study po_pul&tion that pei:mits 

information about the sample population to be generalized to 

the total population with a known degree of accuracy. 

Third, surveys can gather data for correlation analysis 

between such diverse elements as attitudes and economic 

status. Fourth, surveys enahli2 the researcher to obtain 

information on covert phenomena such as beliefs, attitudes, 

and inte.ntions .• For the above reasons, survey research was 

consiJ.13.red the .best over?tll approach for this study de.spite 

the approach•s limited control and lack of naturalness of 

the research setting~ 

This research incorporated two survey methods, personal 

9 
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interviews and mailed questionnaires. Interviews with 

fifteen subjects consisted of open-ended questions that 

explored landowner-hunter relations. The interviews were 

the best way to gain first-hand, qualitati7e understanding 

of the study's issues. Responses from the interviews guided 

the development of a mailed guestionnaire. A trial mail 

survey, or pretest, revealed flaws in the questionnaire. 

After revisions, the questionnaire was mailed to landowners 

in four counties. This was the principal data collection 

phase of the res8arch. Mailed questionnaires were used for 

this research phase instead cf interviews because they 

allowed a larger sample size given the available amount of 

tine a.nd money. 

.2!.Y.sl.Y ]!:~ 
The most important criterion for choosing a study area 

was that it have a large number of rural landowners. Other 

criteria were that the counties have a homogeneous pattern 

of land use, aLd a minimum amount of public land. A _fLual 

criterion was that the counties represent a gradient in 

proximity to a metropolitan area, a factor that influences 

landowner-sportsman conflict. The criteria were established 

to pick the study population with maximum interest in the 

issue of hunting on private land. The number of farms in 

each county was used as an index of tte number of rural 

lando~ners in that county~ Po~hatan County was selected for 
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the pretest mail survey, and Amelia, Charlotte, Lunenburg 

and Prince Edward Counties were selected for personal 

interviews and the mail survey. Each of these counties 

contains over 600 £arms, a higher number than other counties 

in the region {U.S. Bureau of the Cen~us, 1972) • 

.Ql!!§§t.!on.naire .De,_yel2 .. E!E~Bi 

Developing the mailed guestionnaire in -vo 1 ve<.1. three 

phases. First, the issues relevant to landowner-sportsman 

relations ana the range of landcwner beliefs, attitudes and 

hehav~ors were identified. Second, questionnaire items were 

developed that would provide the data necessary to reach the 

research objectives. The questions were planned to 

dete.nn.ine as accurately as possible the position of each 

individual lanJowner. Finally, the questionnaire was 

revised to elifilinate ambiguous and superfluous guestions. 

f~£§QQ§1 Inl€£Vi§~§ 

Developing an effective Bailed questionnaire comprised of 

closed-response questions .requires a bas.e of qualitative 

knowledge. Personal interviei.tls with lando'liners explored the 

range of attitudes toward hunters, hunting, wildlife, and 

ways of controlling land access. They also provided first-

hand knowledge of hunting fractices, land use and local 

vocabulary in the study area. This information was 

invaluable in crea ti:tig a written questionnaire that 

addressed the needs and spoke the language of respondentsJ 
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Instead 0£ selecting landowners to interview at random, 

people were sought out who could clearly articulate their 

views on landowner-sportsman relations. This is similiac to 

the procedure used by Kellert (1978, personal communication, 

1980}. Game wardens in Amelia, Charlotte, Lunenburg and 

Prince Edward Counties each received a letter (Appendix A) 

asking them to furnish the names and addresses of six 

landowners in their countv who ... r·epresented the 1:ange of 

controls over hunting on private land. The letter explained 

that the landowners should express views that are well 

articulated, but not necessarily extreme. Wheri the game 

wardens did not identi£y landowners in Amelia and Lunenburg 

counties, the Cooperative Extension service agents in those 

counties readily supplied this information and assisted in 

arranging some of the interviews. A total of 23 landowners 

were indentified as possible subjects ... Fifteen landowners 

were interviewed during the last week of October, and the 

first two weeks of November, 19 80. Seven landowners were 

not interviewed after repeated unsuccessful attempts to 

con tact them. 

Each interview followed the same interview schedule 

{Appendix B) .. The nature of the open-ended guestions, the 

varying willingness of the landowners to talk, and the 

informal style of the interviews varied interview length 

from 20 to 120 minutes. Tbe interviews took place in a 
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;rariety of loca tions--a bank storaqe room, a pick-up truck 

tailgate# a dairy barn, a backyard, living rooms and the 

kitchen of a 260 year-old plantation home. The interviews 

were recorded on a portable cassette tape pla1er;recorder 

with the knowledge and consent of the subjects. This 

allowed free-flowing interviews, uninterrupted by note 

Later the intervie~s were transcribed, with the 

ommission of irrelevant con versa tio.ns. The content of the 

interviews was analyzed both for general issues, as well as 

for specific behaviors, experiences, and beliefs to be used 

in guest~onnaire items. 

f±etest Q!!estionniar:e 

A preliminary guestionnaire 0£ closed-response questions 

was constructed based on the analysis of the interviews and 

a literature review. Several questions on ~ildlife and 

hunting were adapted from Sha~ {1975) and Kellert (1978). 

The questionnaire was reviewed by interested faculty and 

graduate students, and subseguently revised. A trial mail 

SQrvey, or pretest, uas conducted with this questionnaire. 

A random sample of 150 people owning ten or more acres of 

unincorporated land in Powhatan County was drawn .from the 

county land book at the Commissioner of Revenue's office. 

First an estimate of the total number of eligible landowners 

in Powhatan County was made. The numbers of ten pages in 

the county land book ~ere selected by blindly pointing a 
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pericil at ten numbers i11 a ra1idom .numb,::rs table (Sokal and 

Holf 1972). The average number of eligiLle landowners per 

page ~as calculated for these ten pages. This average, 

times the number 0£ pages in the book, produced an estimate 

of the total number of eligible landowners. Dividing t.his 

gave a sample total by 150, 

interval of 14,. 

bet11een one and 

the desired sample size, 

To choose a starting point, a number 

14 was chosen by blindly pointing at a 

random numbers table. The number chosen was six, and so the 

sixth ellyible owner encountered in the landbook was the 

first subject drawn for the survey. 

eligible landowner was selected. 

Thereafter, every 14th 

A cover lettec (Appendix C) and a 1uestionnaire (Appendix 

D) were mailed first class to each of the 150 pretest 

subjects~ An addressed, staBped envelope was enclcsed with 

each questionnaire for its return. The questionnaires were 

mailed in mid-December, 19 80. No follow-up proceduces were 

used to improve respo:nse. 'Ihirt y-thr:ee usable 

questionnaires were returned. This low response was 

probably due to respondents• being very busy during the 

holidays and the lack of follow-up mailings. The responses 

to the questionnaire ~ere converted to a numecical code and 

stored in a Conversational Honitor Systee, c~s 1 file. These 

data were processed using the Statistical Package for the 

Social Sciences, SPSS, (Nie et a1 ... , 1975) .. 
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statistics (mean, mode, median and standard deviation) were 

calculated for all items. Correlation coefficients for 

separate items measuring the same variables were calculated 

and used to identify items that produced inconsistent 

responses. The respondents occasionally ~rote comments and 

suggestions on the questionnaire. These comments, faculty 

suggestions, and the dats analysis guided a final revision 

of the q11estion11alr€. 

The f'Jailed Surve_y: 

The revised questionnaire (Appendix E) was mailed to 1600 

people owning ten or more acres of land ~n Amelia, 

Charlotte, Lunenburg, and Prince Edward counties in March, 

1981J The sample of landowners was selected randomly from 

the county land hook £or each county. The process was 

si~iliar to that for the pretest, axcept a sample interval 

of eight was used to produce the desired sample size. 

The guestionnaire was accompanied ty a cover letter 

(Appendix F), and a business reply envelope for the return 

of the completed questionnaire. The dimensions of each 0£ 

these items followed Dillman's (1973) specifications that 

minimize the s:i ze and :1eight of each ::nail--out package.. This 

reduced mailing costs and 

respondents with a large package. 

avoijed intiillidating 

The mail-out package 

the 

v.ras 

held in a standard business 

less than one ounce. 

(size 10) envelope and weighed 
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The initial mailing was fellowed by additional mailings 

according to the procedure outlined by Dillman (1976). One 

week after mailing the questionnaires, all the subjects were 

sent a postcard thanking them if they had returned their 

questionnaire, and if they had not, asking them to do so at 

once (Appendix G). Two weeks after tbe postcards were 

mailed., a second guestionnairie accompanied by a more 

emphatic cover letter {Appendix H) ~as mailed to each 

nonrespondent. Three weeks after this mailing, a third 

questionnaire was mailed to subjects who had still not 

responded,. It ~as accompanied by a new cover letter that 

made a last appeal for them to respond (Appendix I}~ 

Since two follow-up mailings were sent only to 

nonrespondents, it was necessary to keep track of who had 

and had not resp0nded. A three-letter code was assigned to 

each subject and placed by his name and address in a CMS 

flle of all the survey subjects. A subject's code appeared 

on the front of the questionnaire that he received. When a 

guestionnalre was returned, its coJe letters were matched 

against those in the CBS file, and the corresponaing name 

and address was deleted f roru the file. When a mailing list 

of nonrespondents was needed, all the remaining names and 

addresses in the file simply were printed by cowputer onto 

gummed labels. 

Respondents placed their addresses on the back of the 
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return envelopes if they wished to receive a summary of the 

survey results,,. These addresses also were saved in a CNS 

file that permitted them to be printed directly onto gummed 

labels. Thus all correspondence to survey subjects was 

addressed with computer-printed address labels. 

lU!..tll lL.2.£.filL§i n g 

A SPSS computer subprogram was prepared to convert the 

answers on the questionnaires to numerical data. A ccaebook 

was written tc document each questionnaire item, the 

numerical codes for each posssible response to it. the card 

and column where the code was recorded, and tbe SPSS 

variable name for the item~ 

Each questionnaire was screened before coding. If more 

than two pages were not answered, the guestionnaire was 

deleted from the analysis. Interesting comments •ritten on 

the questionnaires were recorded. 1he ans~ers were coded 

and recorded on an BO-column IBM coding form. Lati:::r this 

numerical data was typed into a CMS file at a remote 

terminal and then transferred into the SPSS subprogram for 

analysis. First, descriptive statistics were tabulated. 

They provided the basis for the summary of results (Af pendix 

J) sent to respondents by reguest. Far further analysis, 

new, 

ones. 

~omposite variables were created from the original 

Many questionna~re items were actually small pcrtions 

of a complete measure. They ~ere combined to form measures 
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of control of hunting~ fishing and trapping. Other items 

were combined by mathmatical computations to produce scales 

measuring attitudes toward hunters, hun·ting-, and road 

hunt.ing .. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated 

between items that were to be combined in scales. Items 

poorly correlated with the otlier i·tems W€.te not included in 

the scale ... These transformations are explained in more 

detail as the variables arE encountered in the cesults 

section,. 

Landowner control of hunting among late respondents and 

+..he rest of the responden-ts ·!ias compared as an indicator of 

nonresponse bias, based on the assumption that late 

respondents were similiar to nonrespondents. Bespondents 

were divided into two groufs, respondents to the last 

follow-up and all previous respondents. Cont£ol of hunting 

was chosen as the test variatle since it was the most 

important variable in the survey. Since no significant 

d~fferences were found between the two groups and the 

response rate was adequately high, no attempt was made to 

contact nonrespondents. 

This technigue for testing nonresponse bias has teen 

frequently used, but has been increasingly challenged. The 

ass um pt.ion that late respondents we.re siroiliar: to 

nonrespondents has beec found invalid in a number of studies 

(·p11· .:, .1s, Endo, and Armer 1970). Even if the assumption were 
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valid an ideal test of nonresponse bias would cover a 

variety o.f var.ia.bles and perhaps r:ela tionships t€t"Ween 

variables (Goudy 1976). Finally, given adequate resources, 

a be-tter approa.c.h to checking r1onresponse bias 1wu1a be to 

obtain data on key variables from nonrespondents through 

another survey method, such as personal or telephone 

interviews .• 

One of the main objectives of this research ·~as to 

identify ~he factors influenc~ng landowner control of 

hu.ntiug. Multiple regression analysis ~as used to describe 

the relationship between 12 independent variables and the 

dependent varia1lle., con t.rol of hunting. Questions a:bou t the 

validity of the regression model prollipted a search for other 

independent variables and an analysis of the relaticnsbips 

among the independent variables. Thirty original or cxeated 

variables were i.udenti:f ied as possibly • -i= 1 . in ........ uencing this 

access control. Factor anal1sis was used to reveal the 

cornwon underlying dimensions among these 30 variables. 

Eight underlying aimensions, or factors., were derived. A 

description of the factor analysis is included in the 

results section. 

The pattern of relationships revealed by the factor 

analysis guided the combination of these variables into a 

s.maller set of composite varial:les,. I1ul tiple regression was 

used to determine the relative influence of these new 
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variables on access control, and the degree to which these 

variables explained the variance in access control. Both 

simple and hierarchical regressions (the latter assumed a 

causal priority among the independent variables) were 

perfor:med. This comp.leted the dat,zt analysis. 



Questionnaires (1600) were mailed to peopl0 ownin9 land 

in the study ac~a. Of these, 75 were undeliverable, 449 

people di1 not respond at all, 103 people returned their 

guestionnaire incomplete or explained why they could not 

f i11 it out, and 973 people ::eturned completed 

g uestionnaircs .. The tctal response rate for the 1525 

deliverable questionnaires was 70.56 perceut and the usable 

response rate was 63.8 percent (fable 1). 

The 973 usable responses ¥~re returned over a 70 day 

Responses were dated by the postmark on the return 

enve.lope .. Thirty rercent of these ~ere received within one 

week of the initial mailing. An adJitional 40 percent 

arrived during the next two weeks, after the postcard 

reminder was mailed. During the next three weeks, after the 

second questionnaire had been mailed, 23 percent more 

returued. The £inal seven percent trickled in during the 

final four weeks, after the third questionnaire had been 

m ai.le d. 

Non resnonse Bias _____ .... ___ ---
·Laadowner control of hunting awon~1 la·te r:espondents ar:d 

the rest of the respondents was compared to check for 

nonresponse bias, based on the assumption that late 

respondents were similiar to nonrespondents. Because the 

21 
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Table 1. Response to mailed questionnaires. 

Undeliverable questionnaires 
No response 
Unusable response 
Usuable response 
Total 

75 
449 
103 
973 

1,600 

Deliverable questionnaires (1,600 - 75) 1,525 

1,076 Total response (103 + 973) 

Total response rate (1,076/1,525) 

Usable response rate (973/1,525) 

70.6 percent 

68.8 percent 
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vali<lity of this assumption is guestionable, this comparison 

is only an indicator of nonresrunse bias, not a conclusive 

test .• Control of hunting was chosen as the test variable 

since it was the most important variable in the survey. 

Respondents were divided into two groups, respondents to the 

last follow-up, and all previous respondents. 

crosstabulation table was constructed bet~een time of 

response and control of hunting No significant 

differences w.erB found betwet:n early and. late respondents by 

thH Chi-square test {p=0.2236), 

or Pearson's R {p=0.4464). 

Kendall 4 s Tau C (p=0.4057) 

l£~gQ~ll~l Qi§trib~!iQl.l~ ~nd ~Qi!~ ]£1~~§ 

l;§._lldO~§.f ]§hi!.YJ:Q£ 

Four types 0£ landowner behavior ~ere measured--posting 

and control of hunting# fishing and trapping. several 

questions determin(~d the control ot huntin9 in ordBr: to 

describe accurately each respondent's circumstances and to 

pro vi de int.erna 1 validity ched:s. Names appearing below in 

capitals, such as PERMISSN, are variable names used in the 

S.T?S s p rogra.ms .• They are included in th~s section to 

identify readily variables when they are referred to again 

in the section on multivariate analysis. 

Land was posted by 5344 fercent of th~ respondents 

Control of hunting ~as measured on a six-point 

ordinal scale (PBTitHSSH} {'Iable J),. Groups of hunters w~re 
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Table 2. Test for nonresponse bias, comparing early and 
late respondent's control of hunting (PERt~ISSN). 

Day of response during 
70 day survey period 

1st - 42nd Day 43rd - 70th Day 

Absolute Relative Absolute 
Who do you Frequency Frequency Frequency 
allow to hunt? (Percent) 

No one 71 9.1 12 

Family 17 2.2 3 

Family and friends 224 28.7 15 

Local residents 296 37.9 29 

Anyone who asks 51 6.5 5 

Everyone 121 15.5 16 

Total i8cr ~* 80 

Chi Square = 6.96, d.f. = 5, p = 0.2236 

Kendall's Tau C = 0.00524, p = 0.4057 

Pearson's R = -0.00461, p = 0.4464 

*Not equal to 100.0 due to rounding error. 

Relative 
Frequency 
(Percent) 

15.0 

3.8 

18.8 

36.3 

6.3 

20.0 

l00.2* 
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Table 3. Frequency distribution of control of hunting, 
PERMISSN, n=860~ 

Who do you allow to hunt? 

Absolute Relative 
Frequency Frequency 

(Percent) 

1. No one 83 9 .. 7 

2. Family 20 2.3 

3. Family and friends 239 27.8 

4. Local residents 325 3708 

5. Anyone who asks 56 6.5 

6. Everyone 137 15o9 
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ranked by their personal closeness to the landowner. 

Hunting was totally prohibited by 9.7 percent cf the 

respondents; 2.3 percent allowed hunting by their family; 

27.B percent allowed hunting b7 family and friends; 37.8 

percent allowed all local residents to hunt; 6.5 rercent 

allowed all those who asked to hunt; and 15.9 percent did 

not prohibit anyone from hunting. The last two categories 

total 22.4 percent of the landowners who allov the general 

public to hunt. 

Trapping (WHOTBAPS) is allo~ed by 24.7 percent of the 

respondents and another 14.7 percent who said they would 

allow trapping if asked. Sixty pErc<:::nt would not allow 

trappiIFJ at all (Table 4). 

Almost haLE (46,.9 percent) 

place to fish on their land. 

of the respondents have a 

Control of fishing by this 

group (n=440) was also measured on a six-point ordinal scale 

(WHOFISH) {Table 5). Fishing was totally prohibited by 2.8 

percent 0£ the respondents; 4.8 percent allowed only family; 

26.3 percent allowed familJ and rriends; 35.0 percent 

allowed local residents; 21.2 percent allowed all those who 

ask; and 9.9 percent had no restrictions on fishing. 

Jlg.at club.§ 

Landowners interviewea in the initial stage of the 

research freguently mentioned hunt clubs. Consequently, 

several items about hunt clubs were included in the 
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Table 4. Frequency distribution of control of hunting 
trapping, WHOTRAPS: n=946. 

Do you allow someone to trap? 

Absolute Relative 
Frequency Frequency 

(Percent) 

1. Yes, any animal 88 9.3 

2. Yes, certain animals 146 15.4 

3. I would, but never asked 139 14.7 

4. No, not at all 573 60.6 
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Table 5. Frequency distribution of control of fishing, 
WHOFISH; n=440. 

Who do you allow to fish? 

Absolute Relative 
Frequency Frequency 

(Percent) 

l. No one 12 2.8 

2. Family 21 4.8 

3. Family and friends 114 26.3 

4. Local residents 152 35.0 

s. Anyone who asks 92 21.2 

6. Everyone 43 9.9 
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questionnaire~ While 20 percent of the landowners do allow 

a club to hunt on their land, only 8.3 percent have placed 

their land under the control of a hunt club, anJ a mere 1.5 

percent reported leasing the bunting rights to their land. 

This figure excludes those :who receive gratuities under 

informal arrangements~ Landowners having arrangements with 

hunt clubs (n=88) exchanye hunting privileges ~itb club 

members {80.7 percent), and sometimes are raid for hunting 

rights (17.0 percent) (Table 6). Fifty-six percent of these 

landowners having arrangements with clubs report that hunt 

clubs post and patrol their land~ Not suprisingly, the most 

frequently cited reason for granting r:ights to a hu11t club 

was to get help in protecting the land from abuse (74.1 

percwnt) .. Other reasons included to save game for local 

hunte~s (61.9 percent), and to be able to hunt on club land 

{ 43. 2 percent) .. The influences of neighbors, game wardens, 

and maki:ng money 'flere minor considerations (Table 7) • 

Pe£.§.Qn2 for ]~n2~ng Eerilli§.§iQ~ 

by permission (n=610} Landowners who allowed hunting 

rated the importancG of five reasons for deny~ng permission 

to a hunter (Table 8). A bad attitude by tte hunter was 

ranked most important, while tbe hunter's being a stranger 

was ranked next. A hunter 1 s being with a large group, 

wanting to road hunt, or wanting to hunt game the landc~ner 

believes is scarce were all ranked on the average as quite 
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Table 6. Conditions of agreements with hunt clubs. 

Yes No n 
(Percent)(Percent) 

Do members of the hunt club allow 
you to hunt on their land in return 
for hunting rights to your land? 80o7 19.3 88 

Are you paid by the hunt club for 
the hunting rights to your land? 17.0 83.0 88 

Is the hunt club responsible for 
posting and patrolling your land? 56.0 44.0 84 
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Table 7. Reasons for granting hunting rights to a hunt 
club. 

Which reasons Yes No 
influenced your (Percent) (Percent) 
decision? 

Game warden suggested it 3.7 96.3 

Your neighbors were doing it 26.8 73.2 

So you could hunt on club land 43.2 56.8 

To make money 14.8 85.2 

So hunt club could help protect land 74.l 25.9 

To save game for local hunters 61.9 38.l 

n 

82 

82 

81 

81 

85 

84 



Table 8. Reasons for denying a person permission to hunt. 

Extremely Quite Moderately Slightly Not 
Important Important Important Important Important Mean n 

1 2 3 4 5 
How important 

are these reasons? Relative Frequency (Percent) 

Hunter with a large group 57.9 17.2 10.3 4.9 9.7 1.91 610 

Hunter wants to road hunt 58.0 11.l 11.3 5.0 14.o 2.07 595 

Hunter is a stranger 12.0 5.2 8.6 15.0 59.l 4.04 592 \..,,) 
[\) 

Hunter wants to hunt game 
you feel is rare 58.3 12.l 8.5 5.4 15.7 2.08 578 

Hunter has a bad attitude 78.7 7.4 2.2 1.0 10.7 l. 58 597 
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important reasons for denying a person permission to hunt. 

Respondents wha volriDteered other reasons most often listed 

the hunter being intoxicated. 

!!1.it]de .t2warg ]un!£.f§ 

Landowners were asked what problems they had witn 

huntersr their opinions of hunters, and their approval of 

activities associated with hunting from ro<.ds .• 'IhesE three 

multiple-item questions each produced a scale used to 

measure attitude toward hunters. 

Eespondents were asked which of 12 problems that 

hunters might cause them had occurred on their land or a 

neighbor's land {Table 9) ... The most common forms of 

property rights abuse were hunting (65.5 percent) or running 

dogs (51.3 percent) without permission and littering (55.0 

percent) .• The chief form 0£ property damage was vehicular 

damage to fields and roads (46.9 percent}. A serious gam~~ 

law viola tion--deer bei.ng killed at night by 

spotlighters--was reported ty 29.3 percent of tbc landowners 

as having happened on their land.. About one-fourth repm:ted 

a fence or gate damaged or left open. ether less frequent, 

but serious, problems includea property shot (14.6 percent), 

animals shot (12.3 percent) r a person narrowly missed by a 

shot (11.5 percent), the landowner threatened (6.0 percent), 

and a person actually shot (1.5 pei:cent). For rurthe.i: 

analysis a five-point .scale ('lC'.TQ 15) was <ler i Vf)d by counting 
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Table 9. Frequency of problems that hunters might cause 
landowners. 

~fuich of these problems 
has happened on your 
land or a neighbor's Your Neighbor's Hasn't 
land? Land Land Happened 

Fence or gate damaged 25.5 10.3 64.2 

Gate left open 24.9 12.3 62.8 

Roads damaged by 
vehicles 46.9 11.2 41.9 

Equipment or property 
shot 14.6 7.9 77.5 

Pets or livestock shot 12.3 10.3 77.4 

Person shot 1.5 2.5 96.0 

Person narrowly missed 
by a shot 11.S 6.8 81.7 

Threats made against 
the landowner 6.0 4.7 89.3 

Littering ss.o 3.6 41.4 

People hunting without 
permission 65.5 4.8 29.7 

Hunters releasing dogs 
near or on your land 
without permission 51.3 3.2 45.5 

Deer poached by 
spotlighters 29.3 12.8 57.9 

n 

971 

973 

972 

972 

972 

973 

972 

972 

973 

973 

973 

973 
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the number of problems that occurred on the respondents 

property, and scoring on€ or two probl.::ms a,s a uone 1 n three 

or four probl,:?m.s as a 11 two, 11 and so forth. Ni n·2 or more 

problems were grouped together, and scored as a ttfive." 

Respondents rated their agreement ~ith six statements 

about hunters on a scale from one (strongl] agree) to five 

{strongly disagree) {Table 10) .. A majority of respondents 

aqreed that most buBters were responsible, good sportsmen, 

and respected landowners• rights. Ninety percent agreed 

with the statem•ent 11 a f9w slob bunt,2rs create most of the 

problems for landowners." Nonlocal hunters were viewed 

unfavo.rably. ~ihile 61.f. 2 percent agreed tha.t ''local hunters 

respect the rights of landcwners," only 27.7 percent 

believed that tthunters who come from other areas to hunt 

respect the rights of landowners." 

omitted from a Likert scale (TOTQ16) 

This last item was 

constructed from the 

other five statements to measure each respondcnt 1 s attitude 

toward hunters since it had low Pearson product-moment 

correlations with the other flve statements. 

Respondents rated their approval of six facets of road 

hunting (Tahle 11). Two activities, using a rifle to road 

hunt, and shooting from the road at game as it crosses the 

road received almost total disapproval. The ether four 

items--using vehicles and CB radios to intercept game, using 

a shotgun to road bunt and shooting from the road at game 



Table 10. Attitude toward hunters, items used in scale TOTQ16. 

---· 
Strongly Undecided Strongly 

Agree Agree or Neutral Disagree Disagree Mean n 
1 2 3 4 5 

Do you agree 
or disagree? Relative Frequency (Percent) 

-
The majority of hunters 

are not responsible 9.9 19.7 14.4 44.3 11.6 2.72 876 

In general, hunters are 
no better or worse than 
any other group of people 12.2 63.7 9.0 11.4 3.7 2.31 887 

\..,J 

Local hunters respect the °' 
rights of landowners 14.3 49.9 13.3 17.2 S.3 2.49 880 

A few slobhunters create 
most of the problems 
for landowners 48.l 41.4 4.7 3.7 2.0 1.70 910 

Hunters who come from 
other areas to hunt 
respect the rights of 
landowners* 4.0 23.7 24.0 34.4 13.9 3.31 904 

Ninety-five percent of 
hunters are good 
sportsmen 14.2 40.4 15.9 23.6 5.9 2.67 916 

*Omitted from scale TOTQ16. 



Table 11. Attitude toward roadhunting, items used in the scale NEWQ17. 

Strongly Undecided Strongly 
Approve Approve or Neutral Disapprove Disapprove Mean n 

1 2 3 4 5 
Do you approve 

or disapprove? Relative Frequency (Percent) 
-

Using vehicles to 
intercept game being 
chased by dogs 4.0 18.7 7.5 31.6 38.2 3.81 926 

Using CB radios to direct 
hunters to intercept 
game 5.1 22.1 9.9 28.7 34.2 3.65 921 \...V 

-...:} 

Using a high-powered 
rifle to road hunt* 2.1 5.4 4.2 31.8 56.S 4.35 953 

Using a shotgun to road 
hunt 3.7 20.5 9.R 31.4 34.6 3.73 926 

Shooting from the road at 
game as it crosses the 
road* 1.3 3.9 4.7 33.9 56.2 4.40 940 

Shooting from the road at 
game that is off the 
road 3.3 24.2 9.2 29.9 33.4 3.66 939 

*Omitted from scale NEWQ17. 
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that is off the roa.d--produced a .bimodal response.. About 25 

percent approved of these activities, few were undecided, 

and 65 percent disapproved. 

d~sapproved of every activity. 

Most respondents strongly 

Correlations among tbe six 

statements were highest for the four statements ~ith the 

bimodal response, and these were used to produce a Likert-

type scale of a ttitutle toward :road .hunting {NTrnQ17). 

At.tit ude to !!.£Ill l!.!ill.!l.!!g 

When as.ke a ho., they f e 1 t a boat hunting, {A PP HCV JU) 8 3 • .5 

percent approved, 9.0 percent were neutral, and 7.5 percent 

disapproved (Table 12) (question adapted from Shaw 1975). 

Those who disapproved were asked to rate the importance of 

seven possible reasons for th~ir disarproval on a scale from 

one {extremely important) to five (not important) (Taile 13} 

{questions adapted from Sbaw 1975). The highest mean rating 

(x= l. 67) was for "I dislike the idea of killing for 

pleasure." followed 

priviledge11 (x=1. 73). 

by "too many hunters abuse the 

The least important reason was "I do 

not .like the type of people ii: ho hunt" (x=3. 28). 

Approval of various reasons for bunting was also 

measured (Table 14). Four reasons for bunting used by 

Kellert (1978) were rated on a five-point scale identical to 

the one used above for hunting. 

the most approval {X=1 .• 871) I 

recreation and meat (x=.2. 0 30) , 

Hunting for meat received 

followed by hunting for 

hunting for recreation 
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Table 12. Attitude toward hunting, APPROVAL; n=930. 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

I 

How do you feel about hunting in general? 

strongly approve of it 

Absolute 
Frequency 

389 

It's okay 388 

I am neutral or undecided 84 

I disapprove of it 48 

I strongly disapprove of it 21 

Questions adapted from Shaw (1975). 

Relative 
Frequency 
(Percent) 

41.8 

41.7 

9.0 

s.2 

2.3 



Table 13. Reasons for disapproval of hunting. 

Extremely Quite Moderately Slightly Not 
Important Important Important Important Important Mean n 

l 2 3 4 5 
How important is 

the reason? Relative Frequency (Percent) 

-
I dislike killing for 

pleasure 69.5 12.2 8.5 1.2 8.5 1.67 82 

It is cruel and inhumane 47.3 17.6 16.2 4.1 14.9 2.22 74 

The animals do not have 
a chance 44.9 20.5 19.2 1.3 14.1 2.19 78 +:-

0 
Hunting is destroying 

what is left of our 
wildlife population 41.6 15.b 20.8 7.8 14.3 2.38 77 

I do not like human 
behavior that involves 
violence 56.3 16.2 s.o 8.7 13.7 2.08 80 

Too many hunters abuse 
the privilege 67.5 llo7 6 .. 5 9.1 s.2 1.73 77 

I do not like the type of 
people who usually hunt 22o2 8.3 20.8 16.7 31.9 3 0 28 72 

Questions adapted from Shaw (1975). 



Table 14. Attitude toward reasons for hunting, items used in the scale TOTQ20. 

Strongly Undecided Strongly 
Approve Approve or Neutral Disapprove Disapprove Mean n 

1 2 3 4 5 
Do you approve 

or disapprove? Relative Frequency (Percent) 

Hunting game for 
recreation 19.7 39.2 14.S 13.9 12.7 2.61 873 .{::"" 

p 

Hunting for meat 33.l 54.7 6.1 3.9 2.1 1.87 899 

Hunting for recreation 
and meat 25.S 56.4 10.7 4.3 3.1 2.03 912 

Hunting for a trophy, 
such as antlers 10.0 24.3 23.0 23.0 28.9 3.37 882 

Questions adapted from Kellert (1978). 
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(x=2. 607) a.nd finally hunting for a troohv 
~ .~ 

(x=J .• 366) .. 

Hunting for a tropby was the only reason for hunting that 

most respon<le.nts (51. 9 pcer:cent) disapproved .. Its modal 

response was "strongly disapprove" while the modal response 

for the otli.er three r-easo.r1s was 11 approve. n The four items 

were used to produce a Likert-type scale (TOTQ20) that 

measur2d attitude toward hunting~ 

Wildlife-related variables explored the respondents' 

concern for- wildlife, -their knowledge of wildlife 

management, and their perceptions of wildlife damage, tbe 

need to control wildlife, the value of wildlife, and threats 

M0st respondents expressed both a utilitarian 

attitude tow a re wildlife and an appreciation of the 

aesthetic values of wildlife. 

when aslced ~•.ho¥• much have you thouqht about wildlife, 11 

55.2 percent responded 11 a lot" and 36.6 perc2nt answered "a 

moderate amount." The respondents' desire to pick a 

favorable answer may have masked their true level 0£ concern 

for wildlife .. 

Knowledge of wildlife management was tested by six 

true-false guestions {Table 15) Respondents were also 

allowed to answer- 11 don 1 t kn014" to reduce guessing. 

Questions about hunting female deer and the high natural 

mortality of birds were answered correctly by 69.2 percent 



Table 15. Knowledge of wildlife management, items used in the scale TOTQ27. 

True or false? 

In recent years, hunting has nearly 
eliminated several species 

Predator control is generally a 
very effective technique for 
increasing populations of game 

In some cases, hunting female deer 
actually benefits the deer population 

If it were not for hunters there 

True 
1 

43.2 

16.7 

69.2* 

would still be plenty of wildlife 44.4 

Hunters contribute more money toward 
wildlife protection and habitat 
improvement than any other wildlife 
interest group 49.6* 

For every bird that survives to 
reproduce, there are many others 
that die due to starvation, freezing, 
diseases, etc. 69.7* 

*Correct answer 
Questions adapted from Shaw (1975). 

False 
2 

Don't Know 
3 

Relative Frequency (Percent) 

31.2* 25.7 

49.2* 34.l 

13.3 17.5 

30.4* 25.1 

13.4 37.0 

6.1 24.2 

n 

943 

897 

944 

927 

938 

950 

.{::" 
\..V 
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and 69.7 percent of the respondents respectively. In 

contrast, only 16.7 percent correctly answered a question 

about predator control. Since predator control is more of 

an issue in the West while Joe seasons are an important 

issue in Virginia, the relevance of the guestions to the 

lanJowners may explain the variance in their knowledge. Two 

questions on the effects of hunting wildlife populations 

were answered correctly by about 40 perceLt of th~ 

r:esponden ts. .~lmost 50 percent knew that uhunters 

contribute more money toward wildlife protection than any 

other group .. " 'Ihe number of correct answers for these six 

questions chosen by each respondent was counted to measure 

his knowledge of wildlife management (TO'IQ27) • Knowledge 

scoi:-Gs were generally low--B .. 6 percfrnt failed to answ;sr one 

guestion correctly and 61.2 percent answered three or fewer 

questions correctly. 

questions correctly. 

Only 5.8 percent answered all six 

Hunting and trapping are often defended on the grounds 

that they keep wildlife populations under control. So 

landowners wer.f! asked i.f they agreed that 11 wild1ife on your 

land must be contrclled" {WILDCONT) {1.able 16} .. A large 

majority, 69 .. 1 percent, agreed, while only 13 .• 5 percent 

disagreed. 

'rhe levf_~l o.f damage to crops, trees" and domestic 

animals by ~ildlife should influence opinions on the need to 
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Table 16. Attitude toward wildlife; WILDCONT; n=954. 

Do you agree or disagree with the statement 
that "Wildlife on your land must be controlled?" 

Strongly agree 

Agree . 

Undecided or no opinion 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

Absolute 
Frequency 

233 

426 

166 

102 

27 

Relative 
Frequency 
(Percent) 

24.4 

44.7 

17.4 

10.7 

2.8 
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control wildlife. Respondent.::> rated the damage caused by 

eight species on a scale of one {seve~e damage) to five {no 

damage) (Table 17) ;• Genera1ly 7 damage estiQates were low, 

w~th modal responses of little or no damage, except 

groundhogs {see Appendix K for a list of scientific names of 

the eight specias mentioned here) had a wodal response of 

considerable damage. Howaver, severe to considerable damage 

by groundhogs,deer, and beaver were rerorted by 41.9 

percent, 25.1 percent and 24.4 percent of the respondents 

respecti ve1y,. Comparing mean scores is useful in ranking 

the relative amounts 0£ damage caused ty eacb species. 

Groundhogs (GHOGDAM) were rated the worst p~st (x=2.916}, 

fo.LlOW€rl by deer (DEERDAM)) (x=3. 403) , crew (C.EOWDAM) 

{x=J .. 57.9) ii beaver (BEAVDAI1) {x=3 .. 6 57) , raccoon {COONDAf!J) 

(x=3. 875) I fox (:FOXDAH) {x=4,.165) , ra.bbit (B ABBDAi"l) 

(x=4 .. 527), and finally tui:kGy ('IURXDA''l) (x=4 .. 801) .. 

W ildlLEe can be important to people .for vastly 

d. ifferent reasons. Respondents rated th~ importance of 

eight wildlife values on a scalB of one {extrewely 

im2ortant) to five (not import.ant) (Table 18). Banking the 

importance of the values by their mean scores reveals that 

wildlife is valued most for its intrinsic "right to exist11 

{IMRTEXST) (x=1. 688) and n0nconsomptive use, nviewing 

wildlif,21' {I r1EC031i. L) (x= L 795) ;• ~T. .• ne other values in 

descending order of importa.nce are 11 kn-owinq they existn 



Table 17. Economic losses caused by wildlife. 

Severe Considerable Moderate Little No 
Damage Damage Damage Damage Damage Mean n 

l 2 3 4 5 
How much damage does 

it cause on your land? Relative Frequency (Percent) 

Deer 9 l 15.3 22.6 32.2 20.8 3.40 934 

Raccoon 4.0 9.0 18.4 32.8 35.8 3.88 911 

Beaver 9.4 15.8 14.8 20.0 40.1 3.66 907 ..{::" 
"'-...] 

Fox 3.2 6.o 10.5 31.S 48.8 4.16 896 

Crow 6.4 15.l 23.l 29.9 25.5 3.53 915 

Turkey O.l 0.2 2.6 13.6 83.5 4.80 896 

Rabbit 0.2 2.2 6.7 26.3 64.S 4.53 904 

Groundhog 14.8 21.1 24.2 19.6 14.3 2.92 941 



Table 18. Importance of wildlife values. 

Extremely Quite Moderately Slightly Not 
Important Important Important Important Important Mean n 

l 2 3 4 5 
How important is 

the reason? Relative Frequency (Percent) 

They provide hunting 
recreation 25.9 24.2 24.7 11.3 13.9 2.63 908 

They are of scientific 
value 16.3 23.9 27.9 18.7 13.2 2.89 871 

People enjoy viewing .{::-
wildlife 46.6 33.2 15.3 3.8 1.1 1.80 922 co 

They are a source of 
food and furs 19.5 25.l 28.4 19.9 7.0 2.70 908 

They are part of the 
ecological balance L~O. 2 29.2 16.9 8 •. 3 5.5 2.10 895 

People enjoy just knowing 
that they exist 37.6 33.4 20.2 6.5 2.3 2.02 920 

They play an important 
part in our cultural 
heritage 35.6 31.9 21.s 8.3 2.6 2.10 915 

Animals have a right to 
exist 56.8 24.8 12.8 3.8 1.7 1.69 938 

Questions adapted from Shaw (1975). 
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(x=2 .• 025), "pa.rt of the ecolo:Jica1 balancen 

(x:=2.D96)., Hpa_r:t (of) cultural heritage" 

{x=2.101q r apro•JidE hunting recceation 11 (IbHUNT) 

(x=2. 631), "source of food and furs" {I~~fDFO~) (x=2 .. 699), 

and lastly, "scientific valuen (I5SCIVAL} (x=2.886). Values 

associated with consumptive uses-- 11 pr:ovi<le hunting 

recreatio.nH and 11 source of food an<i furs 1~ we.ce r.ated nea.i: 

the .bottom. 

i rnpor tan t 1 

All values had mean scores above moderately 

reflecting the generally high importance the 

respondents felt wildlife had. 

The perceived seriousness of different threats to 

wildlife can influence a landcwner•s control of consumptive 

'r7 il d.lif e :uses. Respondents rated tbe seriousness of eight 

possible threats to Virginia's wildlife on a scale of one 

{extremely serious) to five (not serious) {Table 19) • 

Again, comparing mean scores reveals the perceived relative 

seriousness of the threats. Ill1?9al hunting (S.RTSILLH) 

(x= 3 .• 616) was considered the most serious threat, followed 

by loss o:E habitat (SRTHRTLS) (x=2.227), pollution (SBTHFOL) 

(x=2 .• !~54) 1 unsound wildlife management (SR'r.!-lWit1T) {x:=2. 745), 

all-terrain vehicles (SH'IHC.PV) (x=2 .. 813), comm2.rcial 

trapping (S.RTR'.l'BAP) {x=3 .. 162), natural predation (SRTH.PBED) 

(x=.3,.512), and legal hunting (SR'!LHLSH) (x=J.~ 16). Most 

responaents considered trapping, predation or legal hunting 

as slightly or not .se.r.ious threats .. Unsound wildlife 



Table 19. Perceived seriousness of threats to wildlife. 

Extremely Quite Moderately Slightly Not 
Serious Serious Serious Serious Serious Mean n 

1 2 3 4 5 
How serious is 

the threat? Relative Frequency (Percent) 

Pollution 30.l 24.6 24.l 12.2 9.0 2.45 896 

Legal hunting 9.1 10.3 23.S 24.1 33.0 3.62 891 

Illegal hunting 48.4 24.2 13.2 9.4 4.9 1.98 919 
Iv\ 
0 

Loss of habitat due to 
human development 33o0 30.2 21.7 11.1 4o0 2.23 884 

Unsound wildlife 
management practices 19.7 25.6 25.5 18.8 10.4 2.74 887 

Predation by other 
animals 7.8 10.6 24.4 36.9 20.3 3.51 868 

All-terrain vehicles 24.2 17.6 24.5 20.2 13.S 2.81 893 

Commercial trapping 16.8 14.l 25.2 24.0 19.9 3.16 894 

Questions adapted from Shaw (1975). 
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ma~agamert was considered an extremely serious or quite 

serious threat by 45.3 percent. Ho~ever, the respondents' 

implicit faith .in game la~s is evidenced by their ranking 

ille•::ral hunting the most serious threat arid le9al hunting 

the least serious threat. 

Backaround Variables 
-~_..______ ~----~-

A person 1 s childhood experiences, education, exposure 

to bloodshed, place of residence and land use practices all 

influence his attitudes and behaviors. Since demographic 

data are often available for unsurveyed populations, some 

generalizatlons about the attitudes and l:ehavior of 

unsurveyed populations can be made if the ~ffects of 

demographic variables oo behaviors and at-titud2s are 

under stood. For this reason a number of background 

variables were included in the survey. 

The sample population foL." the survey was defined as 

owners of ten or more acres of unincorporated land. 

Conseyuently, 77~3 percent of the respondents ~ere raised in 

a rural setting and another 11.4 percent were raised in 

small towns {CITYSIZE) {Table 20). The average age (AGE) of 

respondents was 55 years (Table 21) and 80.1 percent were 

male (SEX) a Landowners ~ere classified as resident or 

ab.sen tee ow.ners by comparing the cou~n ty in which tbey lived 

to the county from which their name was sampled. This 

method classifed 26.1 percent of the respondents as absentee 
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Table 20. Population of childhood residence, CITYSIZE; 
n=949. 

Where did you live as a child? 

Major city (more than 
500,000 people) 

Medium city (100,000 to 
500,000 people) 

Suburb of medium or major city 

Small city (25,000 to 100,000 
people) 

Small town or village 

Rural setting 

Absolute 
Frequency 

23 

21 

25 

38 

108 

734 

Relative 
Frequency 
(Percent) 

2.4 

2.2 

2.6 

4.0 

11.4 

77.3 
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Table 21. Age of respondents, AGE; n=946. 

What is your age? 

Absolute Relative 
Frequency Frequency 

(Percent) 

35 years and under 97 10.3 

36 to so years 238 25.2 

51 to 65 years 401 42.4 

66 years and over 210 22.2 
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owners (RESIDNT). This is a conservative estimate since a 

person classified as a resident landowner could live ia the 

same county as the land in guestion witho1.1 t actually .living 

on the tract of land. Atout 20 percent 

had less than a high school education 1 

attended high school and 16.2 percent 

bachelor• s degree (EDUC) (Table 22). 

of the landowners 

39.7 percent had 

had at least a 

Many landhol1ings we£e less than 100 acres--23.3 

percent between 10 and 49 acres ana 19.J percent between 50 

and 99 acres. Another 22.B percent was between 100 and 199 

acres and 22.1 percent betwwen 200 and 499 acres. Only 12.5 

percent were 500 acres or more (LANDSIZE) (Table 23). 

Three-fourths of the landcwners earned income from their 

land (INCOMLND) and of this group (n=714), 6 O,. 2 percen·t 

farmed the lana themselves (fARMLD), 40.9 percent leased 

their land fo~ agriculture (LEA SLD} ana 25.4 percent 

harvesh~d timber from their land {'tHIEL.D) (Table 24),. 

Occupations most frequently listed were farmer at 29 

percent, business owner at eight percent and house~ife at 

six percent (Table 25). The percentage of farmers is much 

lower than the 60.2 percent who reported eacning income from 

farming. Obviously many landcwners are small scale farmers, 

hut those listing occupations ether than fa~ming may devote 

a substantial amount of their resources to agriculture. 

A final set of background variables are related 
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Table 22. Level of education of respondents, EDUC; n=952. 

What is your level of education? 

Grade school 

High school 

Technical school 

Some college 

Undergraduate degree 

Some graduate school 

Graduate degree 

Absolute 
Frequency 

193 

378 

62 

165 

53 

28 

73 

Relative 
Frequency 
(Percent) 

20.3 

39.7 

6.5 

17.3 

5.6 

2.9 

7.7 
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Table 23. Size of property owned by respondents, LANDSIZE; 
n=946. 

10-49 acres 

50-99 acres 

100-199 acres 

200-499 acres 

500-999 acres 

1,000-1,499 acres 

1,500-1,999 acres 

How much land do you own? 

Absolute 
Frequency 

220 

183 

216 

209 

84 

18 

4 

2,000 acres or more 12 

Relative 
Frequency 
(Percent) 

23.3 

19.3 

22.8 

22.l 

8.9 

1.9 

0.4 

1.3 
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Table 24. Sources of income from land. 

How do you produce Yes No n 
income from your land? (Percent) (Percent) 

Farming yourself 60.2 39.8 714 

Leasing the land for farming 40.9 59.l 712 

Timber harvest 25.4 74.6 712 

Leasing hunting rights 1.4 98.6 713 
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Table 25. Occupations of the respondents; n=929. 

What is your usual occupation? 

Farmers 

Managers and administrators 

Professional, technical 
and kindred workers 

Craftsmen and kindred workers 

Housewives 

Clerical workers 

Operatives 

Service workers 

Transportation workers 

Sales workers 

Laborers 

Absolute 
Frequency 

266 

181 

125 

121 

62 

42 

33 

33 

28 

27 

11 

Relative 
Frequency 
(Percent) 

28.6 

19.S 

13.S 

13.0 

607 

4.5 

3.6 

3.6 

3.0 

2.9 

1.2 
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dirt:::ctly to wildlife or hunting .• The question "Did 1our 

parents approve of hunting 11 (l?ARtiPJ?OV) was answei:eJ "yes" by 

93.3 percent of the respondents. Eighty-three percent had 

been b~nting at least once and 62.4 percent many times 

(BUNTEXPR) • Of those who had ever bunted {Ji= 7 6 5) I 7 Q • 7 

percent had gone within the last five years, 9.0 percent 

between fi and 10 y 0s:'lrs ago and 20. 3 percent more tha.n 10 

years ago. Four guesticns developed by Shaw {1975), and 

used in this survey, dealt with exposure to bloodshed 

{TD'IQ21) ('fable 26) .• They asked if the raspondent haJ seen 

or killed livestock or wildlife. Forty-1LLHE! rerce.nt had 

frequent. exposut.'e to killing farrn animals (SE EF AR X) , 4 0 .• 1 

percent frequently had killed livestock (KilLFARM) , 56.4 

percent frequently had seen a wild animal shot (SEE~IlD), 

and 76.7 percent had shot a wild animal at least once 

(KILLWILD),. Th-ese four it,:::ms werE used to d-<~rive a scale 

measuring exposure to bloodshed (TOTQ21). 

EU111varl~!£ !Eal1si§ 

E§.Sl.&Q.§SiQI! of 11Lf'.l!.91Q~Q2 .Y.iiI.1:~1L1£.§ 

An important objective of the research was to develop a 

model of access con t:co1, incorporatin9 attitudes, 

environmental factors and socio-economic characteristics. 

Multiple regression was chosen as the method to develop this 

mode.l because it reveals the relationships between a 

dependent variable and many independ~nt variables, it takes 



Table 26. Experience with bloodshed, items used in the scale TOT21. 

----·--·-·---~---. 

Never A few Many 
at all times times Mean n 

l 2 3 
Have you ever done 

any of the following? Relative Frequency (Percent) 

-
Seen a farm animal killed °' for food 24.2 26.8 49.0 2 .. 25 937 0 

Actually participated in 
killing a farm animal 
for food 34.9 24o9 40.l 2.os 922 

Seen a wild animal shot 11.3 32o3 56.4 2.45 938 

Personally shot a wild 
animal 23.3 29.8 46.9 2.24 933 

Questions adapted from Shaw (1975). 
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into account relationships between independent variables, 

and it allows the introduction of interdct.ions tetw'2en 

independent variables and other variable transformations. 

Multiple classification analysis, a multivariate technique 

based on analysis of variance, assumes interaction terms are 

insignificant. 

inflexibility .• 

It was .not used because of this 

A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was 

calculated between 

hunting, PER'.'lTSSN, 

tlu; variable rne<-1suri!HJ 

the dependent variable, 

control of 

and every 

variable that could conceivably affect it. Twelve of these 

possible in<lepend2nt variables (Appendix L) had correlations 

that warr antt: d further ex amina ti an .. They were entered in a 

hierarchical regression with the depe11de11t variable 

PTIRMTSSN .. A causal priority was assumed by entering 

demographic variables, CI1YSIZE and EDUC, first; other 

background. variables, P.ARMLD and .P.AB l-li?POV, second; 

experiences, HUNTEXPR and KILIFABM, third; mare experiences, 

TOTQ15 and DEEilDAM, fourth; general attitudes, APPROVAL 8 

TOTQ20 and TOTQ16, fifth; and attitude toward road hunting, 

NEWQ17, sixtha Because a correlation matrix requires a 

complete set of responses for each case, only 483 valid 

cases were used for the regression. Juaging from the R2 

change, problems with bunters ('l'OTQ 15) was the most 

important factor, followed by attitude toward hunters 
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(TOTQ 16), a.nd parental approval of hunting {PhRAPPGll) (Table 

27). Only 19.74 percent of the variance in the dependent 

variable was explained by tha lndependent variables. 

These same variables also were entered in a simple 

regression, with no assumptions of causal priority (Table 

28) • Both approaches were used to compare the results of 

the more conservative simple regression with the more 

assuming, hut hopefully more .revealing, hierarchical 

variance was regression. The same total amount of 

explained, but attitude toward read huntin NEijQ17, explained 

the most variance, followed by attitude toward hunters, 

TCTQ16, and parental approval of hunting, PARAPPOV. 

Two results of the regression were unsatisfactory. 

First~ the percentage of explained variance, R2# was low, 

although R2 values in this range are not uncommon in social 

research (Applegate 1973, .Beattie 1979). Jore importantly, 

a scatterplot of residual variance against the dependent 

variable revealed a linear celationsh~p. This indicated an 

independent variable was absent from the equation 

al. 1975) .. 

(Nie et 

A third regression was performed that included every 

possible interaction bet~een the six most 

explanatory independent variables (Table 29). The total 

explained variance did not increase, and the residual 

variance maintained its lineaI relationshir with the 
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Table 27. Summary of hierarchical regression using PERMISSN 
as the dependent variable and the initial twelve 
independent variables; n=483. Variables are 
listed in the order that they entered the re-
gression. Variables that entered the regression 
on the same step are grouped together. 

Variable Cumulative R Square Beta 
R Square Change 

CITYSIZE 0.02427 0.02427 0.07014 
EDUC 0.04663 0.02236 -0.08818 

FARMLD 0.05199 0.00535 -0.01872 
PARAPPOV 0.09020 0.03822 -0.13668 

KILLFARM 0.09021 0.00000 -0.00327 
HUNTEXPR 0.09084 0.00064 0.02013 

DEER DAM 0.09168 0.00083 -0.01315 
TOTQ15 0.13306 0.04138 -0.10945 

TOTQ16 0.16871 0.03566 -0.13192 
APPROVAL 0.17708 0.00836 -0.07820 
TOTQ20 0.17951 0000243 -0.02652.. 

NEWQ17 0.19744 0.01793 -0.15657 
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Table 28. Summary of simple regression using PERMISSN as 
the dependent variable and the initial twelve 

Variable 

NEWQ17 

TOTQ16 

PARAPPOV 

EDUC 

TOTQlS 

APPROVAL 

CITYSIZE 

TOTQ20 

HUNT EX PR 

FARMLD 

DEERDAM 

KILLFARM* 

independent variables; n=483. Variables are 
listed in the order that they entered the re-
gression. 

Cumulative R Square Beta 
R Square Change 

0.09426 o.09426 -0.15693 

0.13443 0.04017 -0.13171 

0.16416 0.02974 -0.13663 

0.17964 0001548 -0.08819 

0.18693 0.00729 -0.10963 

0.19206 o.oos12 -0.07794 

0.19619 0.00413 0.06966 

0.19663 0.00045 -0.02643 

0.19693 0.00030 -0.02112 

0.19727 0.00034 -0.01857 

0.19743 0.00016 -0.01311 

0.19743 

*Not entered into the regression due to insufficient 
F-Level. 
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Table 29. Summary of hierarchical regression with PERMISSN 
as the dependent variable and six of the twelve 
initial variables and 13 interactive terms 
as independent variables; n=731. Variables are 
listed in the order that they entered the re-
gression. Variables that entered the regression 
on the same step are grouped together. 

Variable Cumulative R Square Beta 
R Square Change 

CITYSIZE 0.02463 0.02463 0.02708 
EDUC 0.03835 0.01372 0.19984 
PARAPPOV 0.07938 0.04103 0.19148 

TOTQ15 0.10758 0.02820 -0.38640 

TOTQ16 0.15242 0004484 -0.18816 
NEWQ17 0.17924 0.02682 -0.33291 

TOTQl6 X NEW17 0.18051 0.00127 -0.19872 
. CITYSIZE X EDUC 0.18495 0.00444 -0.37650 

CITYSIZE X PARAPPOV 0.18659 0.00164 -0.20304 
CITYSIZE X TOTQ15 0.18683 0.00024 0.07139 
CITYSIZE X TOT16 0.18885 0.00202 0.24104 
CITYSIZE X NEWQ17 0.19145 0.00260 0.36538 
EDUC X PARAPPOV 0.19152 0.00006 0.04008 
EDUC X TOTQ15 0.19419 0.00267 0.149~2 
EDUC X NEW 17 0.19419 0.00000 -0.02415 
PARAPPOV X TOTQ16 0.19454 0.00035 -0.10148 
PARAPPOV X NEWQ17 0.19508 0.00054 -0.20219 
TOTQ15 X TOTQ16 0.19515 0.00007 -0.01834 
TOTQlS X NEWQ17 0.17693 0.00178 0.22366 
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dependent variable. Factor analysis was then used to 

explore relationshifS between the inderendent variables, in 

order to find the correct regression model. 

,E~,.tor 1fil!lysi.§ 

A primary obj~ctive of this research was to understand 

the relationship between the behavior controlling hunting 

{dependent variable) and the landowners• attitudes, 1:elie.fs 

and experiences {independent variables). Before this could 

be done the inter-relationships between these independent 

variables had to be understood. Factor analysis was chosen 

to detect the underlying pattern of relationships tetween 

the variables~ Every variable produced from the survey was 

examined for a conceptual link to tLe dependent variable, 

control of hunting. Thirty variables were selected for the 

factor analysis {App·endix M) .• Principal component factor 

analysis was selected because it makes no assumptions about 

the relationships between variables, it produces factors 

that are uncorrelated with each ether, and the factor scores 

produced ar:e exact transformations of the original 

variablt=:.s. Uncorrelated factors and exact transformations 

were desired because the resulting factors were to be used 

in a multiple regression equation .• Because the principal 

components are uncorrelated, 

appropriate (Nie et al. 1975). 

an orthogonal rotation was 

Varimax rotation was chosen 

over Quartimax rotation because reducing the number of 
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variables correlated to each factor was more desirable than 

reducing the na~ber of factors correlated to a variable. 

fact that a variable might represeut more than one 

dimension (be correlated to more than one factor) 'Was a 

major reason for doing the factor analysis. 

Eight factors were derived by the factoc analysis {Table 

3 0) -· Factor 1 loaded on AGE, CITYSIZE~ EDUC, and RESIDNT, 

four hackground variables. Factor 2 loaded on two 

background variables, AGE and FAR0LD. Factor 3 loaded on 

TOTQ15, LANDSIZE and INCGMLND • These three variables are 

.r:;~la-ted .because IJ\.N"CSIZE :and I NCCNLND affect t11€ larldowners• 

vulnerabiltity to problems (T01Q15). Factor 4 loaded on 

iILDCONT, DEEEDAM and IMFDFUE, variables associated with a 

utilitarian attitude toward wildlife. Factor 5 loaded on 

SCARCE, UILDTHOT, IMVIlTLD, IBECC3AL and IMK~EXST, variables 

associated with concern for wildlife and nonconsnmptive use. 

Factor 6 loaded on SRTHILLH, SRTHORV~ sn~HTRAP, and less 

st~ongly on SRTHLSH, all of ~hich measured threats to 

wilcHife,. Factor 7 loaded on APPROVAL, TOTQ20, TCTQ21, 

HUNTEXP~, PARAPPOV, TCTQ27, IMHDNT, and SRTRLSR, variables 

all associated with hunting. Factor 8 loaded on STBGATTD, 

T O'T Q 1 6 , NEW Q 17 , and TJHUN'l, variables associated with 

attitudes toward hunters, aPd to a lesse~ degree, hunting. 

Note that attitude toward road hunting (NE1Q17) wa.s g .rouped 

with attitude toward hunters (IOTQ16), not attitude toward 
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Table 30. Principal comoonent factor matrix, varirnax 
rotation, for 30 selected variables. 

Variable Factor 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

CITY SIZE -0.64 0.07 0.10 -0.11 0.06 -0.02 -0.23 
EDUC 0.75 o.oo 0.19 0.03 -0.02 0.05 0.02 
RESIDNT 0.57 0.24 -0.11 0.28 0.08 -0.12 0.02 
AGE -0.42 0.64 0.11 0.10 0.01 0.04 0.20 
FARMLD 0.27 0.69 -0.10 0.06 0.01 -0.13 0.15 
INCOMLND 0.14 -0.07 -0.68 0.20 -0.01 o.oo 0.14 
LANDSIZE 0.10 -0.01 0.80 0.02 o.oo 0.05 -0.13 
TOTQ15 0.02 -0.32 0.53 0.06 -0.03 -0.13 -0.10 
WILDCONT 0.04 0.05 -0.01 0.50 -0.01 0.04 0.25 
DEERDAM 0.18 -0.15 -0.19 o.64 -0.24 -0.04 -0.00 
IMFDFUR 0.10 -0.06 0.03 0.60 0.31 0.08 0.07 
SCARCE -0.36 0.04 0.27 0.21 o.ss 0.15 0.08 
WILDTHOT 0.16 0.13 -0.07 -0.05 0.46 0.17 0.43 
IMVIWILD 0.01 0.11 -0.08 -0.04 0.76 0.08 -0.05 
IMECOBAL -0.31 ·-0.14 0.15 0.27 0.60 0.03 0.14 
IMKWEXST o.os -0.06 -0.03 -0.06 0.77 0.08 -0.04 
SRTHTRAP -0.07 0.02 0.13 0.05 0.06 0.74 -0.13 
SRTHORV -0.05 -0.10 -0.13 -0.00 0.08 o.67 -0.05 
SRTHILSH 0.06 -0.04 -0.01 0.02 0.14 0.70 0.01 
SRTHLSH 0.04 0.16 0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.40 -0.55 
IMHUNT 0.12 0.03 -0.26 0.27 0.25 -0.01 0.44 
APPROVAL 0.03 0.06 -0.05 0.30 0.01 -0.07 0.68 
TOTQ20 -0.06 0.13 -0.22 0.29 0.07 -0.14 0.50 
TOTQ21 -0.11 -0.20 0.02 -0.04 0.05 -0.05 -0.74 
HUNTEXPR 0.10 0.28 -0.10 -0.06 -0.03 0.09 0.76 
PAEAPPOV 0.17 -0.09 -0.12 0.06 -0.04 -0.05 0.51 
TOTQ27 0.21 -0.04 -0.03 -0.13 -0.18 0.20 -0.63 
STRGATTD 0.02 -0.08 0.10 -0.15 -0.10 0.03 -0.07 
TOTQ16 0.07 -0.15 0.23 0.26 o.oo -0.23 0.28 
TOTQ17 0.08 0.21 0.05 0.20 -0.04 -0.20 0.14 

8 

0.04 
0.18 

-0.ll 
-0.03 

0.06 
-0.07 
-0.01 
0.40 
0.08 

-0.14 
0.14 

-0.34 
-0.03 

0.02 
-0.26 
0.03 
0.07 

-0.26 
-0.08 

0.04 
0.42 
0.27 
0.39 
0.11 
0.06 
o.oo 

-0.02 
0.67 
0.44 
0.62 
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hunting (APPROV~L). 

In summary, eight factors were derived that represented 

the landowner's attitude toward hunting, aB apµreciative or 

naturalistic attitude toward wildlife, three demographic 

variables, attitude toward hunters, attitude toward the 

threat posed by consumptive uses of wildlife, experiences 

with hunters, utilitarian attitude toward wildlife, and age 

a.nd farming. 

ll!ZJ:I.2§SiQ.!l og f1!~.:t2.I.§..9 Jl2.cia£le.§ 

Upon the basis of the factor analysis. new, composite 

var iabh~s w er<?. c.rea tt~d that combined the variables 

identified as representing common dimensions. A causal 

hierarchy was assumed, placing backg~ound va~iables causally 

prior to experiences, followed by beliefs, then attitudes. 

Since the factor analysis had grouped tog€the.r: some 

variables of different levels within the hierarchy, these 

£actors ~ere split int0 separate factors for the regression. 

Because of this 12, not eight, composite, indeprndent 

variables were derived (Appendix N). 1he ne* variables were 

created ty the following process. First, the Z-score of 

eac~ existing variable was calculated. Tbec the scores of 

the variables to be combined were aided together. If a 

var ia. ble had a negative relationshif with the other 

variables, its score was subtracted rather than added. 

Whenever a missing value was encounter2d, the mean value for 
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that variable was substituted for the missing value (Nie et 

al. 1975) .. This is a conservative su~stitution technique, 

and allowed the number of valid cases for the regress~on to 

be increased from 483 to 852. 

The 12 composite variables were entered in bath simple 

and hierarchical regressions with PERMISSN. The total n2 
for both regressions was 0.19632, or 19.6 percent of the 

variance in PERaISSN was explained by the independent 

variables .. The total RZ did not differ significantly from 

the initial regression, but this second approach had a much 

1 arger number of va. lid cases, increasing the accuracy of any 

inferences made from the regression. Attituae to\fard 

hunting, HUNTING, accounted for over ~alf the explained 

variance in the simple regression, while attitude toward 

road ·hunting, RDHUNT, accounted for about one-fourth the 

explained variance (Table 31). backJrouna variables 

were entered before attitudinal variables in the 

hierarchical regression (Table 32), the proportion of the 

total explained variance they explained was larger than in 

the simple regression. Attitude to~ard hunters, HUNTER, had 

the highest value for R2 change, 0.03688. The background 

variables PARENT and DENOGBPH had values of 0.03483 and 

0 .• 02920, respectively, f~llowed bv RDHONT at 0.02450. 

HUNTIHG was only the sixth most explanatory variable; its az 

change equalled 0.01847. HUNTING, EXPF and PARENT all 
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Table 31. Summary of simple regression with PERMISSN as the 
dependent variable; n=852. Variables are listed 
in the order they entered the regression. 

Variable 

HUNTING 

RD HUNT 

HUNTER 

PARENT 

DEMOGRPH 

PROBLEMS 

VULNER 

APPREC 

WDTHREAT 

EXPR 

UTILITRN 

FARMAGE* 

Cumulative 
R Square 

0.10215 

0.14425 

0.16291 

0.17460 

0.18326 

0.18658 

0.19020 

0.19268 

0.19424 

0.19565 

0.19632 

Oel9632 

R Square 
Change 

0.10215 

0.04210 

0.01866 

0.01169 

0.00865 

0.00333 

0.00362 

0.00248 

0.00156 

0.00141 

0.00067 

Beta 

-0.17927 

-0.15108 

-0.13654 

-0009673 

-0.09082 

-0.08798 

0.05941 

o.0611s 

-0.04293 

-0.04602 

0.02827 

*Not entered into the regression due to insufficient 
F-levelo 
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Table 32. Summary of hierarchical regression with PERMISSN 
as the dependent variable; n=852. Variables are 
listed in the order they entered the regression. 
Variables entered on the same step in the re-
gression are grouped together. 

Variable Cumulative R Square Beta 
R Square Change 

DEMOGRPH 0.02920 0.02920 -0.09082 
PARENT 0006403 0.03483 -0.09673 

FARMAGE 0.06553 0.00150 0.00007 
EXPR 0007775 0.01222 -0.04603 
VULNER 0007826 0.00051 0.05942 

AP PR EC 0.08366 0.00539 0.06114 
WDTHRFJ\T 0.08692 0.00326 -0.04293 
UTILITRN o.08768 0.00016 0.02827 

PROBLEMS 0.11648 0.02880 -0.08797 

HUNTER 0.15336 0.03688 -0.13653 
RD HUNT 0.17785 0.02450 -0.15108 
HUNTING 0.19632 0.01847 -0.17927 
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loadad on the same factor in the factor analysis, as did 

HUNTER and RDHUNT, and VULNEE and PROBLEMS. The 

hierarchical regression reveals the influence of a lesser 

predictor variable. ~hich is masked in the simple regression 

by a more powerful predictor which loaded on the same 

factor. 

A second dpproach to examining th1:> r:elationship between 

control of hunting and the independent variatles was to 

exclude from the regression the 203 subjects who comfletely 

prohibited hunting. The rationale for this anoroach was ,_ -
that prohibiting bunting and partially restricting hunting 

were influenced by two different attitudes, not varying 

intensities of the same attitude. Again, both sim_ple and 

hierarchical regressions were calculated. The sample size 

was 770 and the total R2 egualleil 0.12'390,. In both 

simp1e (Table 33) and the hierarchical (Table 34) 

regressions, HUNTING was of little explanatory po~er, while 

HUNTER and RDHUNT had celatively high B2 change values. 

PROBLEMS, the measure of problems lando~ners experienced 

with hunters, was the most important predictor in the 

hierarchical regression, anJ ~as the third most improtant 

predictor in the simple regression. 

A final analysis was performed using the twelve coBposite 

variables and a different behavioral dependent variable, the 

posting of lan1, or LANDPOS1. Both simple aud hierarchical 
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Table 33. Summary of simple regression with PERMISSN 
(excluding those who completely prohibit hunting) 
as the dependent variable; n=770. Variables are 
listed in the order that they entered the re-
gression. 

Variable Cumulative R Square Beta 
R Square Change 

HUNTER 0.07148 0.07148 -0.15428 

RD HUNT 0.10158 0.03011 -0.15305 

PROBLEMS 0.12044 0.01886 -0.15330 

HUNTING 0.12435 0.00391 -0.06550 

UTILITRN 0.12676 0.00241 0.05784 

PARENT 0.12819 0.00143 -0003732 

EXPR 0.12889 0.00010 -0.02908 

WDTHREAT 0.12933 0.00044 -0.02061 

VULNER 0.12973 0.00039 -0.02275 

DEMOGRPH 0.12981 0.00008 0.00929 

FARMAGE 0.12988 0.00008 -0.00954 

APPREC 0.12990 0.00002 -0.00437 
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Table 34. Summary of hierarchical regression with PERMISSN 
(excluding those who completely prohibit) as the 
dependent variable; n=770. Variables are listed 
in the order that they entered the regression. 
Variables entered on the same step in the re-
gression are grouped together. 

Variable Cumulative R Square Beta 
R Square Change 

DEMOGRPH 0.00014 0000014 0.00929 
PARENT 0.00340 0.00326 -0.03732 

FARMAGE 0.00358 0.00018 -0.00954 
EXPR 0.00605 0.00247 -0.02908 
VULNER 0.01534 0.00928 -0.02275 

APPREC 0.01604 0.00070 -0.00437 
WDTHREAT 0.02054 0.00450 -0002061 
UTILITRN 0.02092 0.00038 0.05784 

PROBLEMS 0.07032 0.04941 -0.15330 

HUNTER 0.10604 0003571 -0015428 
RD HUNT 0012713 0.02109 -0.15305 
HUNTING 0.12990 0.00277 -0006550 
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regressions were done, using the exact same correlation 

matrix used for the regressions of PERIHSSlL. The total 32 

equalled 0.1738, or 17.38 percent of the variance in 

I,ANDPOS'r was explained ty the independent variables. 

PROBLEMS ~as the only significant predictot of LANDPCST in 

the simple regression (Tatle 35). Vulnerability to problems 

was the second most important predictor, behind PROBLEMS, in 

the hierarchical regression ('I able 36) • RDHUNT was of 

slight predictive value in both regressions. 
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Table 35. Summary of simple regression with LAi.~DPOST as the 
dependent variable; n=852. Variables are listed 
in the order they entered the regression. 

Variable Cumulative R Square Beta 
R Square Change 

PROBLEMS 0.12965 0.12965 -0026971 

RD HUNT 0.14966 0.02002 -0.14393 

VULNER 0.16052 0.01085 -0.11726 

HUNTING 0.16386 0.00334 -0.09509 

WDTHREAT 0.16653 0.00268 -0.06432 

FARMAGE 0.16896 0000242 0005083 

UTILITRN 0.17113 0.00211 0005458 

DEMOGRPH 0.17262 0.00149 -0.03801 

HUNTER 0017318 0.00056 -0.02481 

APPREC 0.17362 0000044 0.02199 

EXPR 0.17371 0000009 0.01263 

PARENT 0.17376 0.00005 -0.00783 
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Table 36. Summary of hierarchical regression with LANDPOST 
as the dependent variable; n=852. Variables are 
listed in the order they entered the regression. 
Variables entered on the same step in the re-
gression are grouped together. 

Variable Cumulative R Square Beta 
R Square Change 

DEMOGRPH 0.00235 0000235 -0003801 
PARENT 0.00237 0.00002 -0.00783 

EXPR 0.00415 0.00178 0.01263 
VULNER 0.04942 0.04527 -0.11726 
FARMAGE 0.05486 0.00544 0.05083 

APPREC 0005662 0.00176 0.02199 
WDTHREAT 0.05721 0.00059 -0006432 
UTILITRN 0.05765 0.00044 0.05458 

PROBLEMS 0.14391 0.08626 -0.26971 

HUNTING 0.15548 0.01158 -0.09509 
RD HUNT 0.17328 0.01780 -0.14393 
HUNTER 0.17376 0000048 -0.02481 
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The frequency of posting in the study aLea is compacable 

to national levels. Slightly over half, 53.4 percent, of 

the responaents said they posted their property. Rohlfing 

(1980) reported that nationally. half of all landowners post 

their land... Since there is 110 previous posting survey for 

piedmont Virginia. it is impossible to predict any posting 

trend. A trend analysis in New Ycrk found posting increased 

from 25 percent in 1q68 to 45 percent in 1973 (Brown 1974). 

Multiple regression analysis identified the frequency of 

problems with hunters as virtually the sole variable 

predictive of posting_ The freguency of bad experiences 

with hunters was higher for respondents receiving income 

from their land and owners of large tracts of land. This 

relationship between posting and bad experiences with 

hunters is consistent with other studies. fasting 

landowners in Pennsylvania usually owned larger properties 

and had more problems with trespassers than nonposting 

landowners (Barclay 1966). In a survey of three Virginia 

counties. Marshall (1973) found fasting landowners typically 

had owned the land ten years or less, owned more than 150 

acres, and had an income-yielding use of their land. Thi.s 

study also found that these last two attrib11tes are related 

to increased vulneraJJ.i lit y to p.r:operty abuse. In New Yo.rk, 

79 
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Decker, Dawson and Drown (1979::161) reported that "97 

percent 0£ posting landc~ners cited the poor behavior of 

recreationists as a major reason tor posting." One-third of 

posting landowners in West Virginia said they feared damage 

to property, livestock and person { McI.ntosh 1967) • A 

national suivey found that landcwners are most concerned 

about hunters causing damage and lack~ng common co~rtesy 

( HohLtirig 1980)'"' 

Just as this study found nc relationship between posting 

and attitude toward hunting, little evidence has been found 

elsewhere .. Nationally, only eight percent of owners of 100 

or more acres of land oppose hunting, despite the high 

freguency of posting among this group {.iiohlfing 1980) ." 

Brown (1974:175) concluded that in New York "total posting 

for whatever reason, by landowners with anti-hunting 

sentiment has raised the statewide posting level by only one 

and one-half percent." 

Even though posting was related to problems with hunters, 

disa.pproval neit.her of hunting or huntel:'s was lirikea to 

posting~ Posting is not synonymous with prohibiting access. 

In fact, 53.4 percent of the respondents posted, while only 

9.7 percent completely prohibitE'd .hunting, 37 .. 8 percent 

allowed all local residents tc hunt and anotber 23.4 fercent 

allowed hunting by all who asked. In ~est Virginia 29 

percent of surveyed lando~ners posted, tut 91 percent 
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allo~ed hunting by permission. Barcla_y (1966) concluded 

that most posting landowners in Pennsylvania allow bunting 

i£ asked, and nationally, Roblfing (1380) reported that oue-

third of posting hindowners allow hunting by pEopl'.: they 

know and another third allow hunting by an1one who asks 

per mission. 

These results are not suprising when the meaning of 

posting is understood. When land is posted, a person must 

have the landowner's permission tc go upon the land, or be 

guilty of trespass. Posting ceguires a hunter to ask for 

and receive permissio~ to hunt, nothing mere. A posting 

landowner might allow hunting by e~eryone who asks for 

per m.issio n. De t~r mining which groups of peoplE the 

landowner allows to hunt is a much more accurate measure of 

the availability of land for hunting thaa determining the 

frequency of posting. This study divided who is allowed to 

bunt into the following six groups: 

and friends, all local cesidents, 

everyone. 

no one, fallily, £amily 

all those who ask. and 

Multiple regression anal)sis was used to find variables 

related to this measure of access control. Attitude tow:acd 

hunting, attitude toward road hunting~ and attitude toward 

hunters had the strongest relaticnships with control of who 

could hunt .• The frequency of problems with hunters was of 

some importance. Attitude toward road bunting and attitude 



towar<l hunters were grouped together by factor analysis, so 

really two attitudes, those toward hunting and toward 

hunters, are at issue. This confirms the conclusions of 

Shaw and Gilbert (1974), that objections to huning are based 

on t•o separate attitudes, anti-hunting and anti-bunter. 

The anti-hunting attitude involves personal values. 

morals and even religion. People with this attitude favor 

appreciative uses over consumptive uses of wildlife (Shaw 

and Gilbert 1974), and object to other forms 0£ animal 

exploitation, such as lab experiments, rodeos and mink 

canches {Kellert 1978)~ While they favor appreciative uses 

of ~i1d.li.fe, they rarely engage in out-of-doors activity. 

know little about wildlife and usually live in cities 

{Ke1lert 1978). J,angenau ( 1979) also found that anti-

hunters engaged in little apfreciative use of wildlife. He 

found that people who engaged in wildli£e observation •ere 

more likely to approve of .bunting t.han those w110 did not 

observe ~ildlife. 

The anti-hunter attitude focuses not on the morality 0£ 

hanting 1 but on the conduct of individual hunters. It i.s 

based on a concern for some hunters' disregard for private 

property, game laws, and sportsmanship (Shaw and Gilbert 

1974) .. People with a neutral attitude toward hunting of ten 

have strong obj ectioas to the behavior of Ji un tees. 

Specifically, they voice concerL over crippling of game, 
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lack of firearm safety, and lack of regard for: iaws and 

landowner rights (Rohlfing 1980). Anti-hunter sentiment is 

most f r:egnently voiced by residents of small to~ns and rural 

areas, and hunters themselves (Shaw and Gilbert 1974). 

Almost 90 percent of the respondents to chis survey were 

from small towns or rural areas. This raises e.xpectations 

that anti-hunter sentiment would be more common than anti-

h un tin9 .sentiment.. Onl_y 7 .• 5 percent cf the respond en ts 

disapproved of hunting. A comparison of approval of reasons 

for hunting between respondents to this research and to 

K el.le r:t ~ s (1978) nat~onal survey shows that approval of 

hunting was stronger in 

than nationally (iable 

the piedmont Virginia study 

3 7) .• A similiar comparison 

attitudes toward hunters could not be made. 

area 

of 

Attitude toward hunting was a major predictor of access 

con·trol. It accounted for ~2 percent 0£ the explained 

variance in the dependent variable, 2.ERMISSbL. This 

indicates that anti-hunting sentiment is an important reason 

to some landowners for denying access. it is not an 

important influence on most landowners. WhEn those who 

C'Jmpletely p.rohibit hunting were excluded from the simple 

regression, attitude to~ard hunting accounted for only three 

percent 0£ tbe explained variance. This indicates that 

while anti-hunting sentiment is the most important reason 

that 9~7 percent cf the respondeilts completely prohibit 
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Table 37. Comparison approval of reasons for hunting in 
piedmont Virginia and America. 

Reason for hunting 

·Hunting for meat 

Hunting for recreation 
and meat 

Hunting for recreation 

Hunting for a trophy 

Questions adapted 

Frequency of respondents approving 
(Percent) 

Study area America 

88 85 

72 64 

59 40 

34 20 

from Kellert (1978). 
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hunting, the other 90.3 percent of the respondents ~ha allow 

at least some hunting on their land decide who gets to hunt 

based on their attitud8 toward huirters a.nd its sutcoroponEnt, 

attitude toward road liu:nting ,. '.Ibis .ce.lationshii: is 

presented in Fig. 2. 

The multiple regression discussed above repres€nts a 

model of the formation of the behavior, access control, 

~hich was measured by th€ variable :P EB NISS N. 

hierarchical regression summarized in Table 

operationalized the general model presented in Fig. 1. 

The 

32 

A 

model utilizing the variables examined in this study is 

presented in Fig. 3. It is based on factor analysis {Table 

30) and the hierarchical regression. 

The inaependent variables explained 19.6 percent of the 

varia nee in the de pen dent variable PEBMISSN. 'I his 

percentage of explained variance prevents the model from 

adequately predicting behavior~ 1hus the primary utility of 

the model is in IevealinJ the relative strength of the 

relat~onships between each independent variatle ana the 

<lepnndent variable. The raod2l's law explanatary powar is 

due to the choice cf independent variables. Accordi.ng to 

the conceptual framework of Fishbein and Ajzen {1975), 

attitudes have a stronger relationship to behavior than 

beliefs or experiences, but still an indirect link. 

Attitudes first lead ta intentions, which along ~ith 



Attitude toward Hunting 

Negative Prohibit hunting 

Positive 

l 
Attitude toward Hunters 

Family 
Negative Friends 

X Local residents 
Positive All who ask 

No restrictions 

Fig. 2. Hypothesized effects of attitude toward hunting and 
attitude toward hunters on access control. 
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Background 
Background Variable and 
Variables r> .~xperiences t Beliefs t Experiences • Attitudes ' Behavior 

AGE SCARCE 
FARMLD WILDTHOT 

IMVIWILD NEWQ17 
IMECOBAL 

CITYSIZE l.ANDSIZE IMKWEXST TOTQ16 
EDUC INCOMLND STRGATTD 
RESIDNT 

SRTHTRAP TOTQlS PERMISSN 
HUNTEXPR SR TH ORV APPROVAL 

PARAPPOV TOTQ21 SRTHILLH TOTQ20 
Il--1HUNT 
SRTHLSH 

WILDCONT 
DEERDAM 
IMFDFUR 

Fig. 3. Model of relationships among independent variables, and their 
relative association to the dependent variable, PERMISSN. 
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e nv iron.me:atal factors le:ad tc bEha viOL. Thus the 

relationship between attitudes and behavior is inherently 

tenuous. However, the most significant factor weakening the 

re.lationship betwee·n attitudes and. .be ha vi or in this st ud_y 

was the choice of attitudes included in it. Attitudes 

toward hunters, hunting and read hunting were chosen for 

their managerial significance iP planning programs to 

improve landowner-sportsman relations. 1he attitude with 

the strongest relationship to the behavior, access control, 

is the att~tude toward access control. It could have been 

measured on a Likert scale including items dealing 

speci£ically with the consequences of allowing or not 

allowing certain g£oups of people to hunt. Incluaing a 

measure of this attitude in the model should have 

significantly improved 

However, it would 

the predictive po~er of 

do littie to guide 

the modelft 

management 

recommendations to improve landcwner-sportsrran relations. 

~£1Et.sie m.§Jl1. 1!&.ffl!l..ID.~rn . .Q a ti.Q.Il.§ 

Increasing the amount of land available for hunting can 

best be achieved ly reducing anti-hunter sentiment among 

landowners. Eff ort.s to imp.r:ove landowner-sportsman 

relations sbould reduce the activities of hunters that cause 

anti-hunter sentiment and provide landowners with greater 

benefits and fewer costs when they allow hunting on their 

land,. Attempts to reduce the anti-hunting attitude among 
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landowners should be given low friority. Only 7.5 percent 

of the respondents to this survey disapproved cf hunting, 

and for 90 percent of the respondents this was a minor 

reason for denying access. The attitude of the aDti-hunting 

group also ~ould be very difficult to change. Shaw 

(1977:22) concludGd that 0 hunting opposition is a tread and 

stable attitude that is not likely to change. 0 Ro.hl.fing 

{1980), Todd (1980), and Lyous (1980) also arrived at the 

conclusion that attempts to change the attitude of bunting 

opponents will have little success. 

Any programs aldressing attitudes tovac<l hunting should 

focus on the segment of the public that is neutral toward 

hunting (Shaw 1977, Rohlfing 1980). Programs should address 

misconceptions of game scarcity and thf~ i:r pac·t of h un til1g on 

game populations, not moral er philosophical juscifications 

of hunting (Shaw 1977, Lyons 1980.) Shaw {1977) poi.nted out 

Lhat both proponents and opponents of bunting value wildlife 

most for its ecological, aesthetic and existence values, as 

did the respondents to this survey .. Kelle rt ( 1978) 

concluded from this that educational programs should £ester 

an ecologistic attitude toward ~ildlife to which everyone 

could relate. Kellert defi~ed an ecologistic attitude as 

one emphasizing the interrelationships between wildlife 

species and natural habitats~ Programs should discourage 

anthropomorphisms by anti-hunters, and bunting that is 
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insensitive to the needs of ~ildlife sp£cies. 

Programs to improve attitudes toward huEters must address 

both landowners and hunters. 1he~e are a numbe~ of reasons 

landowners may deny access to bunters. Church (1979: 13) 

mentioned the potential liabliltj if visitors are injured~ 

vandalism caused ty visitors, unintentional property damage 

and the "inconvenience sufferea by anyone who ofens Uf his 

pri va. te p.reserve to anyone else,. 11 Obviouslv .. , .some ~benefits 

must be provided to a landowner to encourage )., . 
'" .l ID to allow 

acces to his land. Dawson and Brown ( 1979) 

suggested free information Src'rv ices, ~ildlife habitat 

. . . + improvem.en ...,, providing "safety zone« a~d "hunting by 

permission only~ signs. and increasing law enforcement as 

incentives that wildlife agencies could provide landowners 

in exchange fo~ hunting access. State legislation should be 

passed that provides tetter tr,espass laws aIJd more 

protection from Liablilty claims (Church 1979). Irland a.nd 

Rumpf (1980) noted that laws limiting landown~r liability 

will have the most impact on owners of large tracts of land. 

Wildlife agency and cooperative extension service personnel 

should inform landowners of their liability when they allow 

free or fee hunting (Decker, rawson and Bro~n 1979). 

Programs are needed for hunters that wiil assist them in 

finding a place to bunt and eliminate the hunting practices 

that are infuriating landownersw dost hunt~Is now live in 
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cities, although they may have been raised in the country. 

Succeeding generations 0£ urban hunters will be become 

increasingly remote £rom rural people. 'Ihis is already 

happening, and these urban residents have more difficult] 

finding a place to hunt than their rural countezparts. 

Decker, Dawson and Brown (1979} found in New York that urban 

hunters are more likely to leave on a hunting trip without 

kno~ing their destination, and are more hesitant than rural 

hunters to ask permission to hunt on posted land. 

Consequently, rural lando~ners living near cities experience 

an influx 0£ of strangers, cruising ccuntry roads for a 

hunting spot, but they ara un~illing to ask the landcwneI 

for permissiotL. Hespondents to this study expressed 

distrust of strangers which compounds this situation. ihile 

90 percent of the respondents allowed some ~unting, only 25 

percent of this group allowed everyone to bunt~ 

percent allowed local residents tc hunL 

while 42 

Additional 

evidence of the distrust of strangers is that 64.2 percent 

of the landowners felt that local bunters respect the rights 

of landowners while only 27~7 percent believed that hunters 

from other areas respected landowner rights. Jack.son, 

Norton and Anderson (1979:13) made the fellowing remarks on 

this attitude toward strangers. "One popular scape9oat ••• is 

the non-local bunter who ccmes ••• fLom a distance, and 

usually from an urban area~ ( H ow€ v e .c ) ••• th€ rate of 
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violation for non-local hunters ~as 15 percent compaLed to 

25 percent for local hunters.~ Whan the study area for this 

survey was picked, it was telieved that Amelia aud Prince 

Edward counties iOUld have greater levels of landowner-

sportsillen conflict than Charlotte and Lunenburg counties, 

because O .,;: ..... the £armer counties closer proximity to large 
• +- • ci,_,i.es. Differences in the control of access (PERBISSN) 

between the two pairs of counties were found significant by 

the Chi-square test (p=.01} (Table 38) .. This association 

between limited access and proximity to urban areas probably 

reflects the landowners' response to increasing numters of 

hunters# especially from cities. Michigan and Maryland have 

already enacted programs designed to aid urban hunters find 

hunting areas (Decker, Dawson and Brown 1979, Sa1wt and 

Violet 1980). such a program would be helpful ~n Virginia. 

,\ pilot program nEar Hicbrnond or in 1iortt:er:n Virginia could 

adapt the program the Maryland Wildlife Administration 

operates near Baltimore. 1hB iildlife Administration 

manages the hunting rights en ccoperators' lands, and in 

return erects boundary and safety zone signs, establishes 

a . .nd maintains parking areas, re pairs h ullte r-ca used damage 

and increases law enforcement patrols. 1he iando~ner issues 

hunting permits to his guests tbree days per ~eek, a~d the 

~ildlife Administration issues permits to the public the 

other three days (no Sunday hunting). Because the state has 
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Table 38. Comparison of access control (PERMISSN) between 
resident landowners in Amelia and Prince Edward 
counties and Charlotte and Lunenburg counties; 
n=617. 

Amelia and Charlotte and 
Prince Edward Lunenburg 

Observed Expected Observed Expected 
PERMISSN Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency 

No one 16 15.95 24 24.05 

Family 8 85.18 5 7.82 

Family and friends 83 71.37 96 107.63 

Local residents 103 100.07 148 150.92 

Anyone who asks 11 16.75 31 25.25 

Everyone 25 36.75 67 55.32 

Chi-square=lS.32, p=0.01. 
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management authority over the land, a trespasser can be 

prosecuted without involving the landowner in the legal 

proceedings. 

Perhaps the most needea change is for all hunters to 

start asking lando~ners for permission to hunt. Jackson 

(1978:7) concluded that "the best way hunters could improve 

relationships (with landcvners) would be to al~ays ask 

permission .• 11 

Improving the ethics of hunters in all re spec ts, 

including asking permisssion to bunt, is of 11prnost 

importance. .Lyons (1'.:J.80) calls for hunter education 

programs to include not only weapons safety, but also a code 

of ethics that emphasizes respect for game laws, landowner 

rights, and utilization of game. Bohliing {1980) and Hendee 

a.nd Potter {1975) echoed this call for programs to promote 

sportsmanship, a conservation etbic and rEspect for 

lantlownei:s,. While hunting accidents make the uews, most 

objections to hunters involve rude behavior, 

propertyr game law violations and ~asting 

abus-e of 

of game. 

Landowners rated a bad attitude on the part of the bunter as 

the most important reason for denying him 3CC€S.S-. 

Respondents were very concerned over yarne law violations. 

They listad illegal hunting as the most se~ious threat to 

wildlife, while legal hunti.ng was rated least serious,. l~a.ny 

re;spono.ents wrot0 comme.nt.s on the guestionnair:e calling for 



better game la~ eDforcement and tougher fEDalties. 

Several respo.ndBnts wrote corumeDts on their 

questionnaires expressing dismay over deer killed only for 

their antlers, and disgust at finding deer carcasses left to 

rot. 1hese concerns of landowers--respect foe landowners 

and their property, respect for wildlife 1 and respect for 

game iavs--mast be addressed by bunter education programs~ 

A final comment on improving ethics i~ that change ~ust come 

from within the ranks of hunters; 

them .. Hunters themselves need 

it cannot be forced upon 

to set the standards for 

propz.~r conduct and· teach them by example ana personal 

communication. Hunters neea to know what is Expected of 

them by their peers ani the public (Bro~ley and Bryan 1980). 

Effective hunter education will allow bunters to become 

directly involved with wildlife and education programs 

{Jackson# Norton and Anderson 1979). 

The last recommendation for improving landowner-sportsman 

relations involves road hunting. Attitude toward road 

hunting was a major influence ou deciding who could hunt. 

It was also more associated ~ith attitude toward bunters 

thau attitude to~ard hunting. Boad hunting may te the most 

objectionable behavior of hunters in piedmo~t Viginia. The 

list ot comp.lair.ts ahou t ·coad hunting is end.less,. It 

i~cludes high speed pursuit of deec on conntIJ ~oads. 

blocking roads and and drives with trucks, destroying fences 
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and driving through fields to retrieve dogs and deer, 

hurriE~d ·firing cf rifles near homes, and the lack of fair 

chase .• Enforcement and interpretation cf laws concerning 

hunting from roads is inconsistent. some counties such as 

Lunenburg have banned center-fire rifles because of their 

reckiess use by road hunters. Prohibiting road hunting with 

ef~ective legislation would have been a better course. A 

law requiring that rifles and shotguns be cased while being 

transported in a vehicle may be tbe best means of regulating 

ro'id hunting. The effectiveness of legal controls tiill be 

limited unless they receive adequate support form both 

landowners and hunters. While most respondents disapproved 

0£ road hunting. usually strongly, a sizable miuority of 25 

percent supported road hunting. Few were undecided on the 

issue. Given the number of people suppcrting road hunting, 

and the polarity of opinion, this ~s the most serious threat 

to landmrner-sportsman rE1ations in piedmont Virginia.. A 

uniform regulation, in force in all counties in Virginia. 

needs to be enacted to effectively outlaw hunting from 

pu.bli<: r:oa<ls. 



SOMMATlY 

Rural landowners in four counties in piedmont Virginia 

were surveyed to determine their attitudes toward wildlife. 

hunters and hunting, and their control over the use of their 

land. The research was conducted in three p~ases. Fifteen 

landowners were interviewed in person to identify tbe issues 

involved in lanaowner-sprot~man relations. T.he insight 

gained from the interviews guided the drafting of a written 

guestionnaire that was mailed to 150 owners cf land in 

Powhatan County, The results of this preliminary survey 

guided a revision of the guEstionnaire. It was then mailed 

to 1600 landowners in Amelia, Prince Edward. Charlott€ a.nd 

Lunenbury counties. The ratE cf: usable Lesponses was 63.8 

percent. The typical respondent was a 55-year old male ~ith 

a high school education, who was ra~sed i~ the country and 

did some farming and hunting. 

Land was posted by 53.4 percent of the respondents, yet 

only 9.7 percent totally prohltited hunting on their land. 

About three-fourths of the respondents placed some partial 

restrictions on hunting, and 15.9 percent allowed hunting 

with no restrictions. 

Trespassing, reported by 65 percent of the respondents, 

was the most common problem caused by hunters. WidE.:::prea<l 

reports of damage to roads er fields (46.9 percent) and 

shooting of deer at night by spotligbtecs (29.3 percent) 
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evidence the harassment landowners face from a la~less 

element among bunters. Desf ite these problems# attitudes 

and hunters were g e Hera 11 y favor a.bl'.::. 

However 1 respondents ex~ressed strong disapproval of road 

hunting and distrust strangeLs who wanted to hunt on their 

land. ~hile most respondents believed that wildlife needed 

to be controlled, they valued wildlife most for its right to 

exist and aesth-etics, not for hL<nting or use .as meat. 

Cf the var~ables included in this study, an unfavorable 

attitude toward hunting was the primaiy reason that roughly 

ten percent of the resp0ndents prohibited hunting on their 

lan<l,. For the other 90 percent of the respondents who 

allowed some hunting, attitudes towR~d hunters and road 

hunting were the variables most closely associated with 

access controL. The independent variables included in the 

regression model of access cont~ol explainea only 19.6 

percent of the variance in tbe dependent variable. 

the model has low predictive power, it does reveal the 

relative i~portance of managerially significant attitudinal 

variables in predicting access ccfitrol4 Tnis information 

provides direction and documentatior for programs aimed at 

improving landowner-srortsman relations. 

'Ihe fact that attitude to~ard roaa hunting is li rk ed bJ 

attitude toward huuters indicates that elimination of road 

hunting throu9h effectiv€ .legislation should significantly 
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improve the iMage of hunters. The unfavorable attitude of 

most landowners toward non-local hunters supports claims 

that a special program 1 like those in Ne~ York and Maryland, 

is needed to increase hunting access for bunters from urban 

areas. The strong relationship between dttituae toward 

hunters and access control, and widespread reports of 

illegal and unethical acts by hunters emphasize thE need to 

iillprove hunter behavior. Creating an ethic among hunters is 

a difficult task. Leopold {1949) concluded that an ethic 

evolves £rom within a society when the need for the ethic is 

recognized. An ethic is not forced upon an unwilling 

?Ublic. Hunters must be convinced that ethical behavior is 

necessary to p~eserve hunting opportunities. Estab1ishing a 

hunting ethic is the greatest need and greatest chall£nge to 

creating mutual respect and cooperation between landowners 

and hunters. 
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Dear Sir: 

Appendix A 
Letter to Game ~ardens 

COi.LEGE OF AGRICULTIJRE AND LIFE SCIENCES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

Blacksburg, Virginia 24061 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES (703) 961-5481 

October 8, 1980 

I am a candidate for the master's degree in wildlife management at Virginia 
Tech. My graduate research is a survey of rural landowners in Amelia, Charlotte, 
Lunenburg,and Prince Edward counties. The study will examine their attitudes 
toward wildlife, wildlife sports, and sportsmen, and the control of access to 
their land (posting, hunting by permission, etc.). 

I need to interview twenty-four landwoners to gain enough understanding of 
their attitudes and behavior to prepare a mailed questionnaire. I am requesting 
your help in selecting people for these initial interviews. Please send me the 
names and addresses of six rural landowners in your county that you recommend be 
interviewed. The landowners should have well articulated, but not necessarily 
extreme, views on the use of their land by hunters, fishermen, and trappers. I 
want to interview people with a variety of viewpoints, from people with little 
or no restrictions on land access to people who severely limit the use of their 
land by sportsmen. 

Your help is important and is greatly appreciated. The results of the survey 
should provide insight into landowner-sportsmen relations, and show how these 
relations can be improved. The survey will also provide documentation for the 
education program of Operation RESPECT. If you have any questions, please call 
or write me. My home phone number is _ . • Enclosed is an envelope 
for your reply. Again, thank you for your help. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Gray Hauser, Jr. 
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Puroose of Intervie~ 
Th~-study wiII--d.escrib.e how laudow1iers control the use of 
their land by hunters, fishermen and trappers (later 
referred to as sportsmen), and what their attitudes are 
toward tbe use of their land by sportsmen, by spoitsmeu, 
tovard wildlife sports, and to~ard wildlife. This fart of 
the study is desigred to develof a list of the different 
attitudes and behaviors of lando~ners. Later this 
information will be used to create a written guestionnaire. 

Socio-economic tata Bcw-iiiUcli-Ianaa'D-you own? 
Ho~ long have you owned most of it? 
What is the land used for? 
What is JOUr occupation? 
Uhat is your level of education? 

1:4!111 COJl!.£21 r·J.hen wou1d you allow somEone to use your land? 
~nen would you ask someone to leave your land? 
How do you control sportsmen using your land? E.G. Pasting, 
Raving game warden patrol land, Asking trepilssers to leave, 
Allowing hunting hy permission, etc ••• 
s ul!j.§.£!1:!.f J.l.2!:!! 
Do you try to use the same measures as your neighbors to 
control access to your land? 
Do the opinions of other landcwners of sportsmen you know 
affect what you do? 

l:i!.21 .]15.E§.J: ien C.§§ 
What events in the past have affected how you cont~ol your 
land? 

Beliefs Itm going to ask you what your beliefs ace about sevE.ral of 
the things we 1 ve already mentioned. Just tell me the first 
few beleifs that come to mind. 
What do you believe about ~ildlif e? 
Wildlife sports such as hunting and fishing? 
Attitudes and teliefs toward wildlife sports are seperate 
from those about sportsmen. Sa, what are your beliefs about 
hunters, fishermen, and trappers? 
What are your rights as a lilndcwner? 
What are the rights of sportsmen? 
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Appendix C 
Cover Letter for Pretest Questionnaire 

COLLEGE OF .\GR.:ct:Lr.;RE .~ND L:H ;(JENCE.:< 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITlJTE AND STA TE lJNIVERSITY 

Blackrburg, Vir_(!inl.J .2406! 

SOiOOL OF FORESTRY A.'\D WILDLIFE RESOt;RCES-DEPARnfBiT OF FISHERJES AND WILDLIFE 5ClEXCES 

Dear Landowner: 

You :nay have noticed an increase in hunters war.tir.g to hunt 'Jn yol.ir 
1and jnd the pr:p2~~y of yo~r ~2~ghbo~·s. As pa~~ of o~r ~ei~arcn 
program in wildlife management, we are asking ycur help in under-
standing how landowners feel about wildlife hunting and the use of 
their lands. The results of this research will be ~sed to improve 
landowner-spor~sman relations by making recomnendations to the 
Vir~inia Game Commissior., sportsman organ;zations and the agri-
cultural community. 

Please be assured that your response to this questionnaire wil1 be 
held in the strictest confidence. Your name will not be disclosed. 

Due to our limited sample of landowners, your response wili be a 
very significant contribution. We really need your help. 

! wouid be most happy to answer any questions you have. Please 
call or write. My telephone number is 
~etween 5 and a p.m. 

Sincerely, 

Tho~as Gray ~ause~. Jr. 
Project Jirector 

lbw 

Enclosure 
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Appendix.Q . 
Pretest Questionnaire 

HUN::!NG ON PRIVATE LAND: 

WHAT 00 YOU THINK? 

This ~urvey is part of a study to find out how people control th~ use 

of their land by hunters, .:ind how landowner-hunter relations can be 

ir.i?rcved. Please read each question c.:irefully before tryini; to .ons...,cr. 

!f you wish to coll'f!lent on any questions or explain your answers, plc:isc 

feel free to write in the margins or on the last two pages. Your 

comments will be read and taken into account. 

Tlwnk you for your help. 

Return this questionnaire to: 

llcp:.irtincnt ol. Fisheries arnJ Wildl ifc S<.:kll<.:C$ 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute :ind Stntc UnL''"rsity 

5lacksburs, Virgini~ 2~061 
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The purpose of thi$ questionnaire is to find out how and why landowners 
deal with hunters. This information is needed to plan how to reduce 
problems that landowners have vith hunters. The first questions are 
about who can or cannot hunt on your land, and your past experiences 
with hunters. Your answers are confidential and will never be identified 
with your name. 

Q-1 Are you the person who decides how hunting is controlled on your 
land? (Circle number.) 

l. YES 
~ NO SKIP TO Q-33 ON PAGE 11 .... 

Q-2 Is your land posted? (Circle number.) 

1. YES 
2. NO 

Q-3 Try to recall the hunters you have encountered since September 1, 
1980. How many hunters have you willingly allowed to hunt on your 
land since September 1. 1980? 

NUMBER OF HUNTERS -----
Q-4 How many hunters have you denied per=ission to hunt, or asked to 

leave your land since September 1, 1980? 

NUMBER OF HUNTERS -----
Q-5 Is your land in a hunt club? (Circle number.) 

1. Yts 

2. NO SKIP TO Q-S 

Q-6 If yes, which of the following poasibl• conditions are true of your 
agreement vi th the hunt club (s). (Circle the numbers of all that apply.) 

1. YOU ALLO\l MEMBERS OF THE CLUB TO HUN!' ON YOU'il LAND, IN RETU1UI 

'!HEY ALLO'J YOU TO HUNT ON THEIR LAND 

2. YOU ARE PAID BY THE HUNT CLUB FOR TH.! HUNTING RIGHTS TO YOU'il LAND 

3. YOU HA vt '!HE FINAL SAY IN WHO CAM OR CA..'INOT HUN! ON YOUll LAND 

4. ONLY ~ERS OF THE HUNT CLUB OR TH!IR GUESTS CAN HUNT ON YOUR LAND 

5. nu: HUN! CLUB IS RESPONSIBLE FOR POSTING AND PATROLLING YOUR LAND 
6. MORE IHA.-. om: HUNT CLUE CAN HUNT ON YOUR I.AND 
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Q-7 Why did you decide to put your land in a hunt club? (Circle the 
numbers of all that apply.) 

l. GAME 1'1ARDEN SUGGESTED I'I 
2. YOUA NEIG!D!ORS WEll DOING IT 
3. TO GA:::N BETTER CONTROL OVER YOUR LAND 
4. SO YOU COULD HUNT ON OTHEll MEMBERS LAND AI.SO 
S. TO MAKE MONEY 
6. SO THE MEMBERS OF THE liUl't'T ClUB COULD HELP PROTECT YOUR !.AllD 

FROM ABUSE 
7. TO SAVE THE GAME FOR t.oc.u. HUNTERS 

Q-8 Which of the following types of hunters do you allow to hunt on 
your land? (Circle the numbers of all that apply.) 

1. FAMILY MEMJ!W 
2. FRIENDS 

3. FRIENDS WITH PDMISSION 
4. STRANGERS WITH PERMISSION 
s. ANYONE, ltECARDLESS OF P!ilMissioN, IF TREY ARE NOT A.BUSING 

YOUR PROPERTY SKIP TO Q-10 
6. ANYONE, REGARDLESS OF P?RMISSION OR TREIB. B!HAVIO!I. S!Cll' TO Q-10 
7. MEMBERS OF A HUNT cura 

Q-9 !f you are selec:ive i.~ who you allow to hunt, wnich of the following 
factors usually causes you to deny a hunter permission? (Circle the 
numbers of all that apply.) 

•· atlNTD. IS lnnl A LARGE GROtll' OF mmn:ItS 

2. HtJNT!ll BAS BEEN DRINXINC 

3. RUNTE:a WANTS TO ROAD HUNT 

4. l!t1NTEll. IS NOT M!lfBEll. OF m1NT CLUB 
S. llUNTD. IS NOT A FAMII.Y MEMBER. 
6. HONTtR. IS NO? A !'lUEND 
7. HUNTER IS NO? A LOCAL RESIDENT 
8. liUNTD. WANTS TO HUN? G.\ME THAT YOU FE!l. IS SCilC! 
9. Hll?."I:E:R HAS A aAD ATT!TUI>E (DEMANDING, ARROGANT, RUDE, ETC.) 

10. OTHEA (SPECll'!) __________________ _ 
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Q-10 Below is a list of possible problems that hunters· might cause land-
owners. If a problem has occu~ed on your land, circle YOUR. If it 
has occurred on a close neighbor's laud, circle NEIGHBOR'S. If it 
has not occurred on either your land or a close neighbor'• land, 
circle NOT. (Circle all ·that apply.} 

1. Fence or gate damaged ••••••.•••••••• YOUR 
2. Gate left open ...................... YOUR 
3. Roads or fields damaged by vehicles.YOUR 
4. Signs, equipment or other personal 

property shot ••••••••••••••••••••• YOUR. 
5. Pets or livestock shot •••••••••••••• YOUR 
6. Per sou sh.o t •••••••••••••••••••.••••• YOUR 
7. Person narrowly missed by a shot •••• YOUR. 
8. Threats made •••••••••••••••••••••••• YOU1l 
9 • Littering •••••••••••••••••••••• , •••• YOU1l 

10. People hunting without per.nission ••. YOU1l 
11. Hunters releasing dogs near or on 

your land without permission •••••• YOU1l 
12. Deer poached by spotlighters •••••••• YOU1l 

NEIGHBOR'S 
NEIGHBOR'S 
NEIGHBOR'S 

NEIGHBOR'S 
NEIGHBOR'S 
NEIGHBOR'S 
NEIGHBOR'S 
NEIGHBOR'S 
NEIGHBOR'S 
NEIGHBOR'S 

NEIGHBOR'S 
NEIGHBOR'S 

NOT 
NOT 
NOT 

NOT 
NOT 
NOT 
NOT 
NOT 
NOT 
~IOT 

NOT 
NOT 

13. Other (Specify) ________________________________________ ~ 

Q-11 Is there a place to fish on your land? (Circle number.) 

1. YES 
2. NO SKIP TO Q-13 

Q-!: ~~o do you allow to fish on your land? (Circle the n=bers of all 
that apply.) 

1. ANYONE, REGARDLESS OF PERMISSION 
2. ANYONE WITH PERMISSION 
3. FllENDS 
4, FAMILY MEMBERS 
5. NO ONE 
6. OTHER (SPECIFY) __________________ _ 
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Q-13 Do you &l.low s0111eone to trap on your land? (Circle number.) 

l. YES, Alf'! ANIMAL Tm: P!RSON WA.~S TO TRAP 
:Z. YES, BUT ONLY CD.TAIN ANIMALS (SPECIFY) __________ _ 

3. NO, NOT AT AI.L 

Q-14 Below 18 a list of stacemenu about hunters. Please indicate whether 
you agree or disagree with each statement. (Circle one choice for 
eac:h statement.) 

SA means Strongly Agree 
AG iHnS" Agree 
UN ~ Undecided or Neutral 
DA ;;;ms D:Uagree 
SD means Strongly Disagree Do you agree or disagree? 

(Circle one.) 
l. '!he :ujority of hunters are not responsible •••• SA AG UN DA SD 
2. In general, hunters are no better or no 

worse than any other group of people •••••••• SA AG QM DA SD 
3. Loca.l hunters respect the rights of landowners.SA AG UN DA SD 
4. A few slob hunters created lllO&t of the 

problems for landowuers •••••••••••••••••••••• SA AG UN DA SD 
S. Bunters who come from ocher areas to hunt 

respect the rights of landowners •••••••••••• SA AG UN DA SD 
6. Ninety-five percent of hunters are good 

sportsmen •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA AG ON DA SD 

The next few questions a&k how you feel about hunting. They are needed 
since feelings about hunters and hunting are really cvo different things. 

Q-2,S Below is a list of reasons for hunting. Please :!.:ldicate whether you 
approve or disapprove of each reason. (Circle one choice for each reason.) 

SA means Strongly Approve 
il me:an5" Appiiove 
UN ~ Undecided or Neutral 
DA iHnS" Disapprove 
SD means Strongly Disapprove Do you 

l. Traditional Native Bunting as done by Indians •• SA 
2. Bunting ga:ie for Recreation a.~d Sport ••••••••• SA 
3. Bunting for ~eat ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA 
4. Hu:iti:lg for Recreation and Meat •••••••••••••••• SA 
5. Hunting for a Trophy, such as antlers •••••••••• SA 

approve or disapprove? 
(Circle one.) 
il UN DA SD 
A! UN CA SD 
A2 UN DA SD 
A2 UN DA SD 

A2 UN DA SD 
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Q-16 lle.lov is a list of activities associated with "road hunting." 

Road hunting is most often practiced for deer. but also for small 
game such as fox. Here. "roads" refer to public. state maintained 
roads. and road hunting doe.s not include spotlighting deer at night. 
Do you approve or disapprove of each activity? (Circle one choice 
for each activity.) 

SA ~ Strongly Approve 
~ means Approve 
UN ieiii$ Undecided or Neutral 
DA ;;;ms Disapprove 
SD mea:is Strongly Disapprove Do you approve or disapprove? 

(Circle one.) 
l. Using vehicles (trucks. jeeps, etc.) to 

intercept game being chased by dog1 ••••••••••• SA AP UN 

2. Using Cl! radios to direct hunters to 
intercept running gam.e ••••••••••••••••••••••• SA AP UN 

3. Using a high-powered rifle to road hunt •••••••• SA AP UN 

4. Using a shotgun to road hunt ••••••••••••••••••• SA AP mi 
s. Sheeting from the road at ga:ne that is 

off the road ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA AP UN 

6. Shooting from the road at game as it croases 
the road ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA AP ON 

7. Road hunting in general •••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••• SA AP UN 

Q-17 llhich statl!lllent be.low best describes how you fee.l about sport 
hunting in general? (Circle nU111bar.) 

1. I STJtONGLY APPROVE OF IT SKIP TO Q-19 
2. IT'S OKAY SKIP TO Q-19 
3. I AM Nn"TlW. OR INDI.n'ERENT TmtARD IT SKIP TO Q-19 
4. I DISAPPltOVE OF IT 
S. I STIWNGLY DISAPPROVE OF IT 

DA SD 

DA SD 
DA S1> 

DA SD 

DA SD 

DA SD 
DA S1> 

Q-18 If you dtsapprove of hunting hov !Japortant are each of the follovin1 
reasons for your disapproV1.ng of hunting. (Circle one choice for each 
possible reason.) 

EI :11eans Extremely Important 
QI Uiiii Quite Important 
MI m;an$ Moderately Important 
SI mew Slightly Important 
NI lllt!ans Not Important 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Q-18 CONTINUED noM LAS'I l'AG! 
How important is reason? 

(Circie one.) 
1:. I disli~e the idea of killing for pleasure ••• !I QI MI 
2. I dislike the idea of taking the fTeedom 

of a wild and free aniJ:ial. •••••••••••••••••• EI QI MI 

3. It is cruel and inhumane to the anillla.ls ••...• EI QI MI 
4. The animals really do not have a chance 

against modeTn sportsmen •.••••.•••••.•••••• £! QI MI 

5. It encourages an undesirable attitude of 
dominance over nature ••••••••.•...•.••..••• EI QI MI 

6. Hunting disrupts nature's balance •.•••••••••• £! QI MI 

7. Hunting is destroying what is left of our 
wildlife populations ••••••••••••••••••••••• .£! QI MI 

8. Hunting makes people inaentive to au!fering •• !I QI MI 

.9. I do not like human behavior :hat involves 
violence ................................... EI QI MI 

10. 'Ioo ~y hunters abuse the priveldge ••••••••• EI QI Ml 
11. It enc~urages ?eople to want and like guna ••• EI QI MI 
12. I do not like the type of people who 

usually bunt ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• EI QI MI 

Q-19 How do your friends feel about hunting? (Circle number,) 
l. NEAlU.Y AI.L AGRD: ll!l'R ME 

2 • MOST AGREE ll!l'R ~ 

3. SOME AGRE?, SOM.£ DO NOT 

4 • MOST DISAGR.£.£ l.Tl'H :!:!£ 

5. NEAlU.Y AI.L DISAGREE WI'Ili MZ 

SI NI 

SI NI 

S! NI 

SI NI 

SI NI 

SI N! 

SI NI 

SI NI 

SI NI 
SI NI 

SI NI 

SI tu 

Q-20 Have you ever done any of the folloW'i.ng actions? (Circle one choice 
for each action.) 
NtVll muns Never at all 
~means Once or a few t:bes 

MANY means Many times !!ave you done it? 
(Circle ona.) 

l. Saen a far"l! animal killed for food ••••••••••••••• NEV:Elt FEW MANY 
2. Actually participated in killing a farm 

animal for food •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• N'tVER !E'~ MAN! 
3 • Seen a wild anilll&l sbo t ••••••.•.••.•••..•••••••••• NEVD. FtlJ MA!.'Y 

4. Personally shot a wild allimal .•.••••••.•.•••••••. NE\'tll r::i.' ~.A.~i 
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Q-21 Please indicate whether you believe the follow-'...iig statements are 
true or false. (Circle one choice for each statement.) 

1. In recent years, sport hunting has nearly 
el1minated several species of vildlife •••••••••••• TllUE 

2. Predator control is generally a very effective 
:echnique for increasing populations of game •••••. TRUE 

3. ln some cases, hunting female deer vill actually 
benefit the deer population ••••••••••••••••••••••• TRUE 

4. If it vere not for sport hunters, there would 
still be plenty of vildlife ••••••••••••••••••.••••• TRUE 

S. Hunters contribute more money tovard wildlife 
protection and habitat improvement than 
any other wildlife interest group ••••••••••••••••• TRUE 

6. For every bird that survives to reproduce there 
are many others that die due to starvation, 
freezing, diseases, etc ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• TRUE 

Q-22 Have you ever hun:ed? (Circle number.) 

1. YES , MANY TIMES 
2. YES, BUT ONLY ONCE OR A FEW TIMES 
3. NO, t."EV!R AT ALI. SUP TO Q-24 

FALSE 

FALSE 

FALSE 

FALSE 

FALSE 

FALSE 

Q-23 If yes, hov many years ago was the last time you hunted? (Circle 
number.) 

l. nus SE.ASON-5 YEA.RS AGO 
2. 6-10 YEARS AGO 
3. 11-15 YEARS AGO 
~. 16-20 YEARS AGO 
5. MORE TRAN 20 YEARS AGO 

Q-24 While you were growing up, did any member of your family hwit? 
(Circle number.} 

1. YES 

2. NO 
Q-25 Did your parents approve of hunting? (Circle number.) 

1. YES 
2. NO 
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Landowners often consider wildlife vhen deciding about hunting on their 
land. So now we'd like to ask about your thought• on wildlife. 

Q-26 Some people have thought a lot about our country's wildlife, while 
others have not thought about "1.ldlife much at all. How much have 
you thought about wildlifa? (Circle number.) 

1. A LOT 

2. A MODERATE AMOUNT 
3. ONLY A LIT!Lt 
4. HARDLY AI ALL 

Q-27 The vord "1.ldlife means different things to different people. 
Which of the following list of anilllals would you normally th.ink 
of as wildlife? (Circle the numbers of all th.at apply.) 

l. BUDS 

2. LARGE MAMMALS (D!Ell, WOLV!S, ETC.) 
J. SMALL MAMMALS (HICE, SQutlUW.S , ETC • ) 
4. WORMS 

S. FISll 
6._I~S~CTS 

7 • FARM ANIMALS 

8. REPTILES AND AMP!WIIANS (SNAKES, FROGS, ETC.} 

Q-28 People vary in their opinion• about whether animals have emotional 
feelings silllil.iar to people. In your judgement, which of the follow-
ing best describes bow a rabbit running for it1 life from a foz 
probably feels? (Circle number.) 
1. NO EMOTIONS, IT JUST llUNS INSTINCTIVELY 
2. FEAA AND llCITEMEN'I, BUT !!2!, SIMI.J..IAP. TO HUMAN EMOTIONS 
3. n:.'1t AND llCin::HENr SDm.IAll TO HUMAN EMOTIONS 
4. OTHE1l (SP!CI!'Y) __________________ _ 

Q-29 Do you agree or disa1ree with the statement that ''Wildlife on your 
land must be controlled?" (Circle namber.) 
1. STRONGLY AGR!.! 
2. AGR.Et 

3. UNDECIDED OR NO OPINION 
4. DISAGRE! 
S. STRONGLY DISAGR!E 
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Q-30 Some wildlife can cause economic losses to a landowner by duiaging 
crops, trees, livestock, etc. Below is a list of anillLals that might 
cause such damage. Please indicate how much damage each of these 
animals cause on your land. (Circle one choice for each animal.) 
SD means Severe Damage 
CD ieaiiS" Considerable Damage 
MD iUnS' Moderate Damage 
LD iiiiliiS Little Damage · 
t."t oeans No Damage Bow much damage is caused? 

(Circle one.) 
l. Deer ••••••••••••••••••• ; •••••••••.••••• SD 
2. Raccoon .•••••••••••.••••••••••••.•••••• SD 

CD MD LD ND 

J. lleave:: ..•••..•••••.••••••••••.•••.•.••• SD 
4. Fox •...••••••..•.••..•• , •••• , •••••••••• SD 
S. Crow ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SD 
6. Turkey ................................. SD 
7. Rabbit •••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••.• SD 
8. Groundhog •.•••••••••••.•••.•••••••••••• SD 

CD 
CD 
CD 

CD 
CD 

CD 

CD 

MD !.D ND 
MD I.D l-<'D 

MD LD ND 
MD LD ND 

MD LD ND 

MD LD ND 

MD LD ND 

Q-31 People often like some ani:llals better than others. Please consider 
the :allowing list and indicate bov wtl.l you li~ each of these 
types of animals. (Circle one choice for each animal.} 
LVM means Like Very Much 

!.K ;ems Like 
t..'N ;ean5 Undecided or Neutral 
DL means Dislike 

DVM ::eans Dislike Very Muc:h Bow much do you like 
(Circ:le one.) 

!.t? 

1. Deer ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• LVM UC UN DL DVM 
2. Tur-::le •••••••••• : ••••••••••••••••••••• LVM LK tlN DL 
J. Spanow, •••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• LVM LK UN DL DVM 
4 • Wh&l.e ................................. LVM LK UN DL DVM 
S. Snake .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• LVM LK tlN DL DVM 

6. Trout ................................. LVM LK UN DL DVM 
7. Wolf •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• LVM LK UN DL DVM 
8. Wor111. • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• LVM LX UN DL DVM 
9. Pheasant •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• LVM LK UN DL DVM 

10. Beetle ................................ LVM LK UN DL DVM 
l l. Car? .................................. L VM !.X UN DL DVM 

12. Rat.······ ............................ LVM I.K UN DL DVM 
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Q-32 The following is a list of some reasons why vildlif e might be 
considered important to Americana. Row important are each of these 
reasons to you? (Circle one choice for each possible reason.) 

EI !!!!!!. Extremely Important 
QI !!!!!!. Quite Important 
MI !!!!!!. Moderately Important 
SI ~ Slightly Important 
NI !!!!!!. Not Important Row important is the 

(Circle one.) 
reason? 

l. They provide hunting recreation •••••••••• EI QI MI SI NI 
2. They are of scientific value ••••••.•••••• EI QI MI SI NI 
3. People enjoy viewing vildlife •••••••••••• EI QI MI SI NI 
4. Animals may have souls like humana ••••••• EI QI MI SI NI 

5. They are a source of food and furs ••••••• !I QI MI SI NI 
6. They are part of the ecological balance 

upon which we are all dependent •••••••• EI QI MI SI NI 
7. People enjoy juat knowing that they 

esist .•..•..••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••• tI QI MI SI NI 

8. They play an important part in our 
cultural heritage., •••••••••••••••••••• EI QI HI SI HI 

9. Anilll.ab have a right to exist •••••••••••• EI QI MI SI NI 

Q-33 The following is a list of some possaible threats to North America'• 
wildlife populations. How serious do you consider each of these 
thra.at1 to vildlif e in general today? (Circle one choice for each 
possible threat.) 
ES means ~remely Serious 
QS H&iiS Quite Serious 
MS means Moderately Serious 
SS mean; Sliahtly Serioua 
NS means Not SeriOWI Row serious is the threat? 

(Circle one.) 
l. Pollution •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ES QS MS SS NS 
2. 
J. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

Lag al sport huntinJ •••••••••••••••••••••••• ES 
Illegal hunting •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ES 
Loss of habitat dua to human development ••• ES 
Unsound vildlife management practices •••••• ES 
Predation by other animals ••••••••••••••••• ES 
All-terrain vehicles (jeeps, 4X4 trucks) ••• ES 
Co111111ercial trapping ........................ ES 

QS MS SS NS 

QS MS SS NS 
QS MS SS NS 
QS MS SS NS 
QS MS SS NS 
QS MS SS NS 
QS MS SS NS 
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Finally, here are a few queations about yourself and your land, needed 
to interpret the results of the study. 

Q-3~ In which of the following types of areas did you spend the greatest 
amount of time during the period 1n wnich you were from l-10 years 
old? (Circle number.) 

1. HAJOR c:TY (MORE TRAN 500,000 PEOPLE) 
2. MEDIUM CITY (100,000 TO 500,000 PEOPLE) 
3. SUBtra! OF MEDIUM OR LARGE CI':'! 
4. SMAL!. CITY (25,000 TO 100,000 ?EOPLE) 
5. SMALL TOWN OR VII.J..AGE 
6. RURAL SZTTING (FJJU!, ETC.} 

Q-35 Your present age is : __ !EARS 

Q-36 Your sex is: (Circle number.) 

l. MALE 

Q-37 What is your level of education? (Circle number.) 

1. GRADE SCHOOL (l-8 !EARS) 
2. HIGii SCHOOL (9-12 !EARS} 
3. SOME COLLEGE (l-3 Y-~) 

4. O'NDERG'RADUAl'! DEGREE (B.S.,A.B. ETC.) 
5. SOME GRADUATE SCHOOL 
6 • GR.ADU.An: DEGRD: (M. S • , Pli. D. , ETC • ) 

Q-38 Where do you live? (Circle number.} 

1. POWRATAN COUNT!, VI..RGINIA 
2. A.'IOT!i::R COtl?ln !.'{ V!RGINIA (SfECIFY COUNT!) _______ _ 

3. STAT! Ol'Hn THAN VIRGINIA (SPECIFY STATE) ________ _ 
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Q-39 How much land do you ovn7 (Circle number.) 

1. 10-50 ACllS 
2. 50-100 ACRES 
3. 100-200 ACRES 
4. 200-500 ACRES 
5. 500 OR MORE ACRES 

Q-40 ls your land being used to produce income? (Circle number.) 

l. us 
2. NO SKIP TO Q-42 

Q-41 If yes, in what ways is your land being used to produce 1nc0111e? 
(Circle the numbers of all that apply.) 

1. LEASING LAND TO SOMEONE FOR FARMING 
2. FARMING THE LAND 'lOURSELF 
3. TIMBER HARVEST 
4. LEASING THE HUNTING llIGRTS 

5. OTHER (SPECIFY)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~-

Q-42 'What is your full time occupation7 If you are retired, what was your 
occupation before retirement? (Circle number.) 

l. PROFESSIONAL 
2. BUSINESSMAN 
3. CLERICAL 
4. SKILLED WORK!ll 
5. STUDENT 
6. F ilMtll SKIP TO Q-44 

Q-43 Are you a part-time farmer? (Circle UU111ber.) 
.l. T?S 

2. NO SKIP TO NtXI PAGE 
Q-44 If you are a part-tima or full-ti.me f&T'lller, what type of farm do you 

hava7 (Circle number.) 
1. DAIR.! C:.TTI.t F~ 

2 • BE.El' CATTLE FARM 

3. GENERAL FARM (TOBACCO, GllAINS, ETC.) 
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There are no mere questions. These last t'W pages have been reserved 
fer your comments. If you have any comments cf the subjects in this 
questionnaire, er any explanation cf your answers, please write them 
here. Ile would welcome any suggestions en how to .1.lllprcve this 
questionnaire. All your comments will 0e carefully read and considered. 

I! you would like to know :h.e resul:s of this study, WTite your name and 
address en :he back cf the ~ envelooe, net on the questionnaire. 

THANK YOU fer :rour ti.me and e.ffortJ 
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Your contribution to this study is greatly appreciated. If you would 

like to receive the results of thl.s study, please print your name and 

address on the back of the returu envelope, not on the questionnaire. 

THA.'«S AGAIN! 



Aetendix E 
Revised Mai ed Questionnaire 

HUNTING ON PRIVATE LAND: 

WHAT DO YOU THINK? 

We are asking you about how you feel about hunting, hunters and wildlife on your 

land. Your answers will be used in figuring out how to improve relations 

between landowners and sportsmen. Your answers are strictly confidential. If you 

wish to comment on any questions or explain your answers, please feel free to 

write on the back cover of this questionnaire. 

Thank you for your help. 

Re.turn this questionnaire to: 

Department of Fisheries and Wildl~fe Sciences 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 

Blacksburg, Virginia 24061 
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The purpose of this questionnaire is to find out how and why landowners deal with 
hunters. This information is needed to plan how to reduce problems that landowners 
have with hunters. The first questions are about who can or cannot hunt on your 
land, and your past experiences with hunters. 

* * *PLEASE READ DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY AND ANSWER QUESTIONS COMPLETELY.* * * 

Q-1 Are you the person who decides who may or may not hunt on your land? (Circle 
number.) 
l. YES 

2. NO ~ lSKIP TO Q-32 ON PAGE 91 
Q-2 ls your land posted? (Circle number.) 

l. YES 

2. NO 

Q-3 Try to recall this past hunting season. About how many hunters have you 
willingly allowed to hunt on your land since September l, 19807 
____ NUMBER OF HUNTERS 

Q-4 About how many hunters have you denied permission to hunt, or asked to leave 
your land since September 1, 19807 

NUMBER OF HUNTERS 
~~~~~ . 

Q-S Do you allow anyone to hunt on your land? (Circle number.) 
1. YES 
2. NO __. ~KIP TO 9-12j 

Q-6 Do you require people to get your permission before they can hunt on your 
laud? (Circle number.) 
1. YES, EVERYONE 

2. YES, EXCEPT CLOSE FAMILY AND FRIENDS 
J. NO ~ pKIP TO g-1<j 

Q-7 Which of the following groups of people do you usually grant permission to 
hunt? (Circle YES if you give them permission, and NO if you do not.) 
1. Family members •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES NO 
2. Friends ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES NO 
3. Local residents ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES NO 
4. Anyone••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••YES NO 

S. Members of hunt club •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES NO 
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Q-8 Below are some reasons you might deny a person permission to hunt. How 
important are each of these reasons to you? (Circle one choice for each 
possible reason.) 

How important is it? 
... ~ 

~· ... ..... ., ... 
"~ ,c 

l' ~~ 
~ ~ ... ,..,+' 0 

QI 
~o .,..:..... ~o 

1. Hunter is with a large group of hunters ••.•••••••• EI MI SI NI 
2. Hunter wants to "road hunt" ••••••••••••••.••••••••• EI QI MI SI 
3. Hunter is a stranger •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. EI QI MI SI 
4. Hunter wants to hunt game you feel is rare •••••••• EI QI MI SI 
5. Hunter has a bad attitude (rude, demanding, etc.).E!: QI Ml SI 
6. Other (Please explain) EI QI Ml SI 

Q-9 Is your land in a hunt club? (Circle number.) 
1. YES 
2. NO ~ !SKIP TO Q-lzj 

Q-10 If yes, which of the following possible conditions are true of your agreement 
with the hunt club? (Circle YES or NO for each question?) 
1. Do members of the hunt club allow you to hunt on their land in 

NI 
NI 
NI 
NI 
NI 

return for hunting rights to your land? •••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES NO 
2. Axe you paid by the hunt club for the hunting rights to your land?.YES NO 
3. Is the hunt club responsible for posting and patrolling your land?.YES NO 

Q-11 Below are some possible reasons for putting your land in a hunt club. Which 
reasons influenced your decision to put your land in a hunt club? (Circle YES 
or NO for each possible reason.) 
1. Game warden suggested it ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES NO 
2. Your neighbors were doing it ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES NO 
3. So you coul.d hunt on other members land •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES NO 
4. To make money •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES NO 
5. So the members of the hunt club coul.d help protect your land 

from abui;e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES NO 
6. To save the game for local hunters ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES NO 

* * * IF YOU SKIPPED QUESTIONS, START AGAIN HERE *. * * 
Q-12 Do you allow someone to trap on your land? (Circle number.) 

1. YES, ANY ANIMAL THE PERSON WANTS TO TRAP 
2. YES, BUT ONLY CERTAIN ANIMALS (PLEASE EXPLAIN) ____________ _ 

3. I WOULD, BUT NO ONE WANTS TO TRAP ON MY LAND 
4. NO, NOT AT ALL 
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Q-13 Is there a place to fish on your land? (Circle number.) 
1. YES 
2. NO ....... ~KIP TO Q-1~ 

Q-14 Do you allow the following groups to fish on your land? (Circle YES or NO for 
each group.) 
1. Family ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES NO 
2. Friends •••••••••••••••••••.•••••• YES NO 
3. Local residents ••••••••.••.•••••• YES NO 
4. Anyone who asks •••••••••••••••••• YES NO 
s. Anyone at all •••••••••••.••.••••• YES NO 

Q-15 Below is a list of possible problems that hunters might cause landowners. 
Which of these problems have happened on your land or a neighbor's land? 
(Circle YOUR LAND, NEIGHBOR'S LAND or both, or HASN'T HAPPENED for each 
possible problem.) 

YOUR 
1. Fence or gate damaged •••••••••••••••••••••••• LAND 

YOUR 
2. Gate left open •••.••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• LAND 

YOUR 
3. Roads or fields gamaged by vehicles •••••••••• LAND 

YOUR 
4. Equipment or other property shot ............. LAND 

YOUR 
S. Pets or livestock shot ••••••••••••••••••••••• t.AND 

YOUR 
6. 'Person shot •••.••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••• LAND 
. YOUR 
7~ Person narrowly missed by a shot ••••••••••••• LAND 

YOUR 
.'a.': Threats made against the landowner ••••••••••• LAND 

YOUR 
9. Littering •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• LAND 

YOUR 
10. People hunting without permission •••••••••••• LAND 

11. Hunters releasing dogs near or on your YOUR 
land without permission •••••••••••••••••••• LAND 

YOUR 
12l Deer poached by spotlighters ••••••••••••••••• LAND 

YOUR 
13. Other (Please explain)~~~~~~~~~~-·LAND 

NEIGHBOR'S HASN'T 
LAND HAPPENED 

NEIGHBOR'S HASN'T 
LAND HAPPENED 

NEIGHBOR'S HASN'T 
LAND HAPPENED 

NEIGHBOR'S HASN'T 
LAND HAPPENED 

BEIGHBOR'S HASN'T 
LAND HAPPENED 

NEIGHBOR'S HASN'T 
LAND HAPPENED 

NEIGHBOR'S HASN'T 
LAND HAPPENED 

NEIGHBOR'S HASN'T 
LAND HAPPENED 

NEIGHBOR'S HASN'T 
LAND HAPPENED 

NEIGHBOR'S HASN'T 
LAND HAPPENED 

NEIGHBOR'S HASN'T 
NEIGHBOR'S HASN'T 

LAND HAPPE:-IED 
NEIGHBOR'S HASN'T 

LAND HAPPENED 
NEIGHBOR'S HASN'T 

LAND HAPPENED 
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Q-16 Below is a list of statements about hunters. Do you agree or disagree with 
each statement. (Circle one choice for each statement.) 

Do you agree or disagree? 

~-4,. 
~ 6 ,o ,.. .. .,, ,.. ... 

1. The majority of hunters are not responsible ••••• SA 
2. In general, hunters are no better or no worse 

than any other group of people •••••••••••••••• SA 
J. Local hunters respect the rights of landowners •• SA 
4. A few sl00 hunters create most of the problems 

for lancowners •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA 
5. Hunters who come from other areas to hunt 

respect the rights of landowners •••••••••••••• SA 
6. Ninety-rive percent of hunters are good 

sporcsmen ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA 

* 

AG UN DA SD 
AG UN DA so 

AG UN DA SD 

AG UN DA SD 

AG UN DA SD 

The next 
feelings 

* few questions ask * how you feel about hunting. They are needed since 
about hunters and hunting are really two separate tqings. 

* * * 
Q-17 Below is a list of activities associated with "road hunting." Here, "roads" 

refer to public, state maintained roads, and road hunting does not include 
spotlighting deer at night. Do you approve or disapprove of each activity? 
(Circle one choice for each activity.) 

Do you approve or disapprove? 

'!>~ ~· ~· • .... .. .,o 0 
-.,,-4, ~· o~ ~Q .;- q -..."" q' 

o~°'q'o ,.q' '!>·~· oq 1:-°'oq 
1. Using vehicles (trucks, jeeps, etc.) to ~',..l:l ,.., ~~o' O~ ,,;-'oQ,., 

intercept game being chased by dogs ••••••••••• SA AP UN DA SD 
2. Using CB radios to direct hunters to 

intercept running game •••••••••••••••••••••••• SA 
J. Using a high-powered rifle to road hunt ••••••••• SA 
4. Using a shotgun to road hunt •••••••••••••••••••• SA 
5. Shooting from the road at game as it crosses 

the road •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA 
6. Shoot~g from the road at game that is off 

the road •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA 

AP 
AP 

AP 

AP 

AP 

UN 

UN 

UN 

UN 

UN 

DA 

DA 

DA 

DA 

DA 

SD 
SD 
SD 

SD 

SD 
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Q-18 Which statement below best describes how you feel about hunting in general? 
(Circle number.) 
I. I STRONGLY APPROVE OF IT 
l. IT'S OKAY .,_,. SKIP TO Q-20 
3. I AM NEUTRAL OR INDIFFERENT TOWARD IT 
4. I DISAPPROVE OF IT 
5. I STRONGLY DISAPPROVE OF IT 

Q-19 If you disapprove of hunting, how important are each of the following reasons 
for your disapproval of hunting? (Circle one choice for each possible reaso11.1 

How important is reason? 

~" ~" ,• 
.~ \0 ~" 

'\ ·!o.· 'b. ~ 
.._+ ~' ~o c,'-'°' ~o' 0 

I. I dislike the idea of killing for pleasure •••••• EI QI MI SI NI 
2. It is cruel and inhumane to the animals ••••••••• EI QI MI SI NI 
3. The animals really do not have a chance 

against modern sportsmen •••••••••••••••••••••• EI QI MI SI NI 
4. Hunting is destroying what is left of our 

wildlife populations •••••••••••••••••••••••••• EI QI MI SI NI 
5. I do not like human behavior that involves 

violence ..•.....•....•.......••.••.•.....•••• . EI QI MI SI NI 
6. Too many hunters abuse the privi ledge ••••••••• , .EI QI MI SI NI 
7. I do not like the type of people who 

usually hunt •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• EI QI MI SI NI 

Q-20 Below is a list of reasons for hunting. Please indicate whether you approve 
or disapprove of each reason. (Circle one choice for each reason.) 

Do you approve or disapprove? 

1. Hunting game for 

'b (;- -4. -4. '"-4• -4• .~•,• ,.<o ~""'o 
~ 0 0 c.' ~ lfj~ ..... ""t 

0~ q• ,,q• ~· ~· . .,o... ~ o't .,,•.,.q .,.... .;::t o• Q' .,,•~,., 
Recreation ••••••••••••••••••••• SA AP UN DA SD 

2. Hunting for Meat •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SA AP UN DA SD 
3. Hunting for Recreation and Meat ••••••••••••••••• SA AP UN DA SD 
4. Hunting for a Trophy, such as antlers ••••••••••• SA AP UN DA SD 
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Q-21 Have you ever done any of the following actions? (Circle one choice for each 
action.) 

NEVER 
l. Seen a farm animal killed for food ••••••••••• AT ALL 
2. Actually participated in killing a farm NEVER 

animal for food •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• AT ALL 
NEVER 

3. Seen a wild animal shot •••••••••••••••••••••• AT ALL 
NEVER 

4. Personally shot a wild animal •••••••••••••••• AT ALL 

Q-22 Have you ever hunted? (Circle number.) 
I. YES, MANY TIMES 
2. YES, BUT ONLY ONCE OR A FEW TIMES 
3. NO, !IEVER AT ALL -., !SKIP TO Q-24\ 

A FEW 
TIMES 
A FEW 
TIMES 
A FEW 
TIMES 
A FEW 
TIMES 

MANY 
TIMES 
MANY 
TIMES 
MANY 
TIMES 
MANY 
TIMES 

Q-23 If yes, how many years ago was the last time you hunted? (Circle number.) 
1. TIIIS SEASON--5 YEARS AGO 
2. 6--10 YEARS AGO 
3. MORE TIIAN 10 YEARS AGO 

Q-24 Did your parents approve of hunting? {Circle number.) 
1. YES 
2. NO 

Q-25 How do your friends feel about hunting? (Circle number.) 
l. NEARLY ALL AGREE WITII ME 

2. MOST AGREE WITH ME 
3. SOME AGREE, SOME DO NOT 
4. MOST DISAGREE WITH ME 
5. NEARLY ALL DISAGREE WITH ME 

* * * Landowners often consider wildlife when deciding about hunting on their land. 
now we'd like to ask about your thoughts on wildlife. 

* * * 
So 

Q-26 Some people have thought a lot about Virginia's wildlife, while others have 
not thought about wildlife much at all. How much have you thought about 
wildlife? (Circle number.) 
I. A LOT 
2. A MODERATE AMOUNT 
3. ONLY A LITTLE 
4. HARDLY AT ALL 
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Q-27 Please indicate whether you believe the following statements are true or 
false. (Circle one choice for each statement.) 
1. In recent years, hunting has nearly 

eliminated several species of wildlife ••••••••••••• TRUE 
2. Predator control is generally a very effective 

technique for increasing populations of game ••••••• TRUE 
3. In some cases, hunting female deer will actually 

benefit the deer population ••••••••••••••••••••.••• TRUE 
4. If it were not for hunters, there would 

still be plenty of wildlife .••••••••••••••••••••••• TRUE 
S. Hunters contribute more money toward wildlife 

protection and habitat improvement than 
any other wildlife interest group .••.•••••••••••••• TRUE 

6. For every bird that ~urvives to reproduce, there 
are many others that die due to starvation, 
freezing, diseases, etc •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• TRUE 

FALSE 

FALSE 

FALSE 

FALSE 

FALSE 

FALSE 

DON'T 
KNOW 
DON'T 
K."<OW 
DON'T 
KNOW 
DON'T 
KNOW 

DON'T 
K."OW 

Q-28 Do you agree or disagree with the statement that "Wildlife on your land must 
be controlled?" (Circle number.) 
1. STRONGLY AGREE 
2. AGREE 
3. UNDECIDED OR NO OPINION 
4. DISAGREE 
5. STRONGLY DISAGREE 

Q-29 Some wildlife can cause economic losses to a landowner by damaging crops, trees, 
livestock, etc. Below is a list of animals that might cause such damage. 
Please indicate how much damage each of these animals cause on your land. 
(Circle one choice for each animal.) 

SEVERE CONSIDERABLE MODERATE LITTLE NO 
1. Deer ••••••••••••••••• DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE 

SEVERE CONSIDERABLE MODERATE LITTLE NO 
2. Raccoon •••••••••••••• DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE 

SEVERE CONSIDERABLE MODERATE LITTLE NO 
3. Beaver ••••••••••••••• DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE 

SEVERE CONSIDERABLE MODERATE LITTLE NO 
4. Fox •••••••••••••••••• DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE 

SEVERE CONSIDERABLE MODERATE LITTLE NO 
s. Crow ••••••••••••••••• DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE 

SEVERE CONSIDERABLE MODERATE LITTLE NO 
6. Turkey ••••••••••••••• DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE 

SEVERE CONSIDERABLE MODERATE LITTLE NO 
7. Rabbit ••••••••••••••• DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE 

SEVERE CONSIDERABLE MODERATE LITTLE NO 
8. Ground hog ••••••••••• DA.'fAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE DAMAGE 
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Q-30 The following is a list of some reasons why wildlife might he considered 
important to Virginians. How important are each of these reasons to ~? 
(Circle one choice for each possible reason.) 

How important is the reason? 

. :-..~ 
~· ,• ,,_+- ·'!\· .;,' 0 

1. They provide hunting recreation ••••••••..••••••• EI QI 
2. They are of scientific value •••••••••..••.•••••• EI QI 
J. People enjoy viewing wildlife •••••••.•.•..•••••• El QI 
4. They are a source of food and furs ••..•..••••••• El QI 
5. They are part of the ecological balance 

upon which we are all dependent ••.•.•••••••••• £! QI 
6. People enjoy just knowi.ng that they exist ••••••• El QI 
7. They play an important part in our 

cultural heritage ••••••••••••••••.••.••••••••• £! QI 
8. Animals have a right to exist ••••••••••••••••••• El QI 

Q-31 The following is a list of s.:ime possible threats to Virginia's 
populations. How serious do you consider each of these threats 
general today? (Circle one choice for each possible threat.) 

~~ '!\. ,o :-.~ 
b. '!'I:-' 

~o .,,,o; ~o' 

Ml SI NI 
MI SI - NI 
Ml SI NI 
Ml SI NI 

Ml SI NI 
Ml SI NI 

MI SI NI 
MI SI NI 

wildlife 
to wildlife in 

How serious is the threat? 

.. ~ 
.~ ,, ,,_+ 

l. Pollution ••••••••••••••• : ••••••••••••••••••••••• ES 
2. Legal hunting ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ES QS 
3. Illegal hunting ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ES QS 
4. Loss of habitat due to human development •••••••• ES QS 
5. Unsound wildlife management practices ••••••••••• ES QS 
6. Predation by other animals •••••••••••••••••••••• ES QS 
7. All-terrain vehicles (jeeps, 4X4 trucks, etc.) •• ES QS 
8. Commercial trapping •••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •• ES QS 

MS SS NS 
MS SS NS 
MS SS NS 
MS SS NS 
MS SS NS 
MS SS NS 
MS SS NS 
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Finally, here are a few questions about yourself and your land, needed to interpret 
the results of the study. 

Q-32 In which of the following types of areas did you spend the greatest amount of 
time during the period in which you were from 1-10 years old? (Circle number.) 

1. MAJOR CITY (MORE THAN 500,000 PEOPLE) 
2. MEDIUM CITY (100,000 TO 500,000 PEOPLE) 
3. SUBURB OF MEDIUM OR LARGE CITY 
4. SMALL CITY (25,000 TO 100,000 PEOPLE) 
5. SMALL TOWN OR VILLAGE 
6. RURAL SETTING (FARM, ETC.) 

Q-33 Your present age is : ____ YEARS 

Q-34 Your sex is: (Circle number.) 

1. MALE 
2. FEMALE 

Q-35 What is your level of education? (Circle number.) 

1. GRADE SCHOOL (1-8 YEARS) 
2. HIGH SCHOOL (9-12 YEARS) 
3. TECHNICAL SCHOOL 
4. SOME COLLEGE (1-3 YEARS) 
5. UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE 
6. SOME GRADUATE SCHOOL 
7. GRADUATE DEGREE (M.S., PH.D.~ ETC.) 

Q-36 Where do you live? (Please give county and state.) 

COUNTY.~-----------~ 

STATE·-------------~ 
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Q-37 How much land do you own? _____ Nm!BER OF ACRES 

Q-38 Is your land bein8 used to produce income? (Circle number.) 
l. YES 
2. NO _,. lSKIP TO Q-4aj 

Q-39 If yes, in what ways is your land being used to produce income? (Circle the 
numbers of all that apply.) 
l. FARMING THE LAND YOURSELF 
2. LEASING THE LAND TO SOMEONE FOR FARMING 
3. TIMllER HARVEST 
4. LEASING THE HUNTING RIGHTS 
5. OTHER (PLEASE EXPLAIN) 

SKIP TO Q-42, 
-., UNLESS YOU ARE 

A FARMER 

Q-40 Are you a part-time or full-time farmer? (Circle number.) 
l. PART-TIME 
2. FULL-TIME 

Q-41 What type of faTill do you have? (Circle number,) 
l. DAIRY CATTLE FARM 
2. BEEF CATTLE FARM 
3. HOG FARM 
4. GENERAL FARM (TOBACCO, GRAINS, ETC.) 

Q-42 Please describe your usual occupation. If retired, describe the usual 
occupation before retirement. 

Title=----------------------------------

Kind of work=-------~-----------------------

Kind of business:.~----------------------------

* * * THANK YOUI * * * 
These are all the questions, but please see the message on the other side of this 
page. 
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If there are any comments you wish to make, please use this space provided for that 
purpose. 

Your contribution to this study is greatly appreciated. If you ~ould like to receive 

a summary of the results of this study, please print your name and address on the 

back of the return envelope (NOT ON THIS QUESTIONNAIRE), We will see that you get 

a copy of the results. THANKS AGAIN! 



Appendix F 
Cover Letter .fJ2..x: M "leg Questionnaire 

COLLEGE OF AGRIOJLTt:RE AND L1l'E SCIENCES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND ST.ATE UNIVERSI1Y 

IJl.Wb.,.g, Yirri..W 24061 

SOIOOL OF FOl.ESTllY AND WILDUFE llESOURas-DEPAllTMENT OF FISHEJUES AND Wl1J)IJfE SCIENCES 

March 10, 1981 

Dear Landowner, 

Many landowners in Virginia have noticed an increase in bunters 
wanting to hunt on their land. As part of our research program 
in wildlife management, we are asking you to help us understand 
bow landowners feel about hunting and the use of their property. 

You are one of a small number of people being asked to give 
their opinion on hunting. Since our sample of landowners is 
limited, your response is a very important part of our study. 

The questionnaire has a three-letter code for llLlliling purposes 
only. This is so that we may check your name off of the mailing 
list when your questionnaire is returned. Your name will never 
be placed on the questionnaire. 

The resul.ts of this study will be used to try to improve landowner-
hunter relations by making recommendations to the Virginia Game 
Commission, sportsman groups, and farmini organizations. You may 
receive a summary of the results by writing your name and address 
on the back of the return envelope. 

I shall be happy to answer any questions vou have. Please call 
or write. My telephone number is _ during the day, 
or between 6 an~ 8 p.m. 

Thank you for your help. 

Sincerely, - , 

Thomas Gray Hauser, Jr. 
Project Director 
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Appendix G 
Postcard Rem1nder 

Depart~ent of Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 

Blacksburg, Virginia 24061 

Dear Landowner, 

About a week ago you should have received a questionnaire 
from us that asked hew you feel about people hunting on 
your land. If you have already returned your questionnaire, 
please accept our sincere thanks. If not, Please do so 
today. Since we sent questionnaires to only a small number 
of Virginia's landowners, your answers are an important 
part of the study. 

Thanks again for your help. 

Sincerely, _ / 

Thomas Gray Hatiser, Jr: 
Project Director 
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Appendix ,!i 
Cover Letter for Second Follow-up 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTIJRE AND LIFE SC!ENCES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND ST A TE UNIVERSITY 

8'4c/11b11rg, Virg•..U 24061 

SCHOOL OF FORESTllY AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES-DEFARTMENT OF ASHERJES AND WILDLIFE SOENCES 

April 6, 1981 

Dear Landowner: 

About three weeks ago I wrote to you, asking your opinion about 
hunting on your land. As of today, we have not yet received your 
completed questionnaire. 

This study is being condueted because your opinion is important. 
The position of landowners must be understood before landowner-hunter 
relations can be improved through hunter education programs and better 
game laws and regulations> 

I am writing to you again because each questionnaire is important to 
this study. In order for the results of this study to truly repre-
sent the opinions of all those owning land in piedmont Virginia, 
each person in our sample must return their questionnaire. Please 
help make this study a success. 

Since you might have misplaced your questionnaire, a replacement is 
enclosed. 

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, - I 

Thomas Gray Ha€ser, Jr. 
Projector Director 
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Appendix . .!. 
Cover Letter for Third Follow-up 

COLI.EGE OF AGRJCULTIJRE AND LIFE SCIENCES 

VIRGIN I.A POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE .AND ST .A TE UNIVERSITY 

&.dlbiwg, v;,g;,,;,. 24061 

SCHOOL OF FORESTllY AND WILDl.ln RESOURCES-DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES AND WllDUF'E SOENCES 

May 4, 1981 

Dear Landowner, 

I am writing to you about our study of how landowners feel about 
hunting on their land. W"e have not yet received your completed 
questionnaire. 

The large number of questionnaires returned is very encouraging. 
But the success of our attempt to accurately describe how land-
owners feel about wildlife, hunting and hunters still depends upon 
you and others who have not responded. Past experience suggests 
that you may have very different opinions from those who have 
already anS".rared us. Please be assured that your answers will be 
confidential. 

The National Wildlife Federation and the Virginia Cooperative Exten-
sion Service are helping to sponso.r this research. The results of 
this study will be presented to the Virginia Game Coimnission and 
organizations of both hunters and landowners. This is your chance 
to let them know how you feel. 

Some people explained that they sold their land, or that someone 
else takes care of it. Others have explained that the addressee 
is deceased or too ill to respond. If any of these circumstances 
apply to you, please send back the questionnaire with a note ex-
plaining thi.s. Your name will be removed from our mailing list. 

If you live outside Virginia, your response is still important. 
The questionnaire is designed for non-resident as well as resident 
landowners. 

I will be happy to send you a copy of the results of the study. 
Simply put yoqr name and address on the back o·f the return envelope. 
The results will be sent out in June. 

I will be deeply grateful for your help in making this study a 
success. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Gray HaiJSer, Jr. 
Project Director 
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Dear Landowner, 

~ndix l 
Summary of Results 

Thank you for part.icipat.ing in a survey of lan~owners• 
opinions abOut hunting on their land. The survey was completed 
in !5ay, ana the results hc.ve now been tabulated. The suney haa 
three phases. First, fifteen landowners were interviewed in 
person to qain a general understanding of hunting practices in 
piedmont Virginia. This led to pre~aring a written questionnaire 
that was •ailed to 150 people owning land in Powhatan Countl'. 
This was a trial run used to discover how to improve the 
questionnaire. After revisiny the questionnaire, it was mailed 
to 1600 people owning land in Amelia, Charlotte, Prince Edward 
and Lunenourg Counties. Seventy-tive questionnaires were 
undeliverable, 449 people dill not respond at all, 103 1·eople 
returned tneir questior.naire incomplete or explained why t.ney 
could not fill it out, and 973 people returned cowpleted 
questionnaires. 

Tne fol.lowing is a su111111ar1· of how people answered the 
questionnaire. In most cases the results are expre~sed as 
percentages. So~e questions appeared in groups, all with the 
saae set of answers. In order to ~aKe these questions eas1 to 
compare, the answers to these quest.ions were given numerical 
values, ana an "average answer" was calculatea for each qu-=st.ion. 
For example, in asking about ani111al damage, severe Dcuagu was 
given the value 1, Consideraule Damage equalied ~. ~oderat.e 
Damage equalled 3, Litt.le l.la111a9e equalled 4, and No Dau;aye 
equalled 5. The results were the following: 

Deer •••••••• 3.403 Rabbit •••••••• 4.527 
Raccoon ••••• 3.875 Groundhog ••••• 2.916 

These figures show that Groundhogs caused Moderdte Damage; 
Deer caused Moderate to Little Damage, haccous caused Little 
Damage; a11d Rabbits caused al11ost No Duage. linen reaaing the 
results, use these "averaqe answers" to compare respouses to 
questions within the same groups. 

survey Results 

Is your land post.ed? ••••••••••••••••••••••• YES 53.4l liO 46.6\ 

Do you allow someone to hunt on your land? .YES 91.2\ NO 8 .flj, 

Do you require people to get 
your permission before 
they can hunt on your land? 

YES, EVERYONE 42.9\ 
YES, EXCEPT PAMILY AND FRIE~DS 39.b\ 

NO 17 .5\ 

Which of the followinq groups of people do you usually grant 
permission to hunt? SKIPPl:;D BY THOSE WHO AllSWEhED "NO" ABOVE. 

Faaily members •••••••••••••••••• $•••••••a••YES 
Friends •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES 
Local resid~nts ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES 
lnyone ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES 
~embers of hunt club••••••••••••••••e••••••YES 
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92 .sr. 
63.1\ 
11.u 
30 .2l 

NO 2.9\ 
NO 7 .5l 
NO 3o.9l 
NO lib.bl 
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Is there a place to fish on your lana? ••••• YES 46.~~ NO 53. 1' 

Do you allow the following groups to fish on your land? SKIPPED 
BY THOSE WHO AHSWEHED "NO" ABOVE. 

FamilY•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••YES 97.5~ 
Friends •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES 93.4~ 
Local residents •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES b8.5' 
Anyone who asks •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES 32.81 
Anyone at all •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES 1~.4~ 

liO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 

2.51 
6.61 

31.51 
67.21 
84.6\ 

Below is a list of possible proble~s that hunters might cause 
landowners. which of thes~ problems have happened on your land 
or a neighbor's land? 

YOUR 
1.!1ill 

Fence or gate ua~aged •••••••••••• 25.5~ 
Gate left open ••••••••••••••••••• 24.91 
Roads or fields damaged •••••••••• 46.9~ 
Equipment or ct.her property shot.14.6% 
Pets or livestock shot ••••••••••• 12.3\ 
Person shot ••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.si 
Person narrowly missed by a shot.11.si 
Threats made against landowner •••• 6.0% 
Litterinq •••••••••••••••••••••••• 5~.o' 
Hunting without permission ••••••• 65.5'J. 
Hunters releasing dogs near or 

on your land without permission.51.3~ 
Deer poached by spotlighters ••••• 29.3' 

NEIGHBOB 1 S 
~ 

10 .3'J. 
12.3'Jli 
11.2'1. 

7.9'1. 
10.n 

2.S'J. 
b.8'1. 
".n 
3.6~ 

4. 8" 

3.2" 
12 .8~ 

HASN 1 T 
HAPP:;NJ:;D 

b4.2r. 
b2.b'Jli 
42.9'.r. 
77.S'J. 
77.4\ 
96. 0% 
81.7" 
89.3" 
41.9" 
29. 1s· 

45.5'1. 
57.~' 

Below is a list of 
disagree with each 
ANSWEhS HlVING THE 
STRONGLY AGREE = 1 
AGREE = 2 
UNDECIDED = 3 

statements about hunters. Do you agree or 
statement. THE RESULTS ARE BASED ON THE 
FOLLOWING VALUES: 

DISAGREE = 4 
STRONGLY DISAGREE 5 

The majority of hunters are not responsible ••••••••••••••••• 3.280 
In general, hunters are no better or no worse 

than any other group of people ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.308 
Local hunters respect the rights of landowners •••••••••••••• 2.493 
A fev slob hunters create most of the problems 

for landowners ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.700 
Bunters who come from other areas to hunt 

respect the riyhts of landovners ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3.306 
iinety-five percent of nunters are good sportsaen ••••••••••• 2.6bb 
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Below are some reasons }OU •ignt deny a person permission to hunt. 
Hov important are each of these reasons to you? THE RESULTS ARE 
BASED ON TllE ANSWERS HAVINC THE FOLLOWING VALUES: 
EXTREKELY IKPORTAhT = 1 SLIGHTLY l8PORTANT = 4 
QUITE IKPOhTANT = 2 NOT IY.PORTANT = ~ 
80DERATELY I~PORTANT = 3 

Bunter is vith a large group of huuters ••••••••••••••••••••• 1.913 
Hunter wants to "road hunt"••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·l-072 
Bunter is a ~tranger •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.Y59 
Hunter wants to hunt game you te~l is rare •••••••••••••••••• ~.081 
Hu~ter nas a bad attitude ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.~76 

Is you land in a hunt club? •••••••••••••••• YES 12.lj, NO 87 .9j, 

If yes, which of the following possible coi.ditions are true of 
your agreement with the hunt club? SKIPPED BY THOSE WHO ANSW~~ED 
"NO" ABOVE. 

Do members of the hunt club allow you to 
hunt on their land in rtturi. for bunting 
riqh ts to your land? .• •••.••••••.••••••••••• Y ts 80. 7', 
Are you paid by tne hunt club tor the 
hunting rights to your land? ••••••••••••••• YES 17.~ 
Is the hunt club responsible for posting 
and patrolling your laud? •••••••••••••••••• YES So.O\ 

HO 19.3~ 

HO &3 .Oj, 

NO 411.0'4 

Below are some possible reasons for putting your land in a hunt 
club. Which reasons influencea your decision to put your land in 
a hunt clun? 

Game v~rden suggested it ••••••••••••••••••• YES 
Your neighbors were doing it ••••••••••••••• YE.S 
So you could hunt on other u.ea.bers land •••• YES 
To make money •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• YES 
So the members of the hunt club could help 

protect :your land froll' abuse ••••••••••••• YES 
To save the game for local hunters ••••••••• Y.C.S 

Do you allow someone to trap o~ your land? 

3.7~ 

20.8' 
43.2~ 
14.8' 

74.1\ 
61.9" 

NO 96 .3,, 
NO 73.2~ 
NO 5t.> .&'.\ 
!W b5 .2'.l 

.HO 2~ .9~ 
lW 3t:s. 1'4 

YES, ANY ANil1AL THE PERSON WANTS TO TRAP•••••••••••••••••••••9.3l 
YES, BUT ONLY CEF.TAIN A!il11ALS ••••••• •••••••• •••••••• ••••••• .15.4:IO 
I WOULD, BUT NO ONE •ANTS TO ThAF ON ftY LAND •••••••••••••••• 14.7, 
NO, NOT AT ALL.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••60.bi 
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Below is a list of activities associated with •road hunting." 
Do you approve or disapprove of edch activity? THE RESULTS ARE 
BASED ON THE ANSWERS HAVING THE FOLLOWING VALUES: 
STRONGLY APPROVE = 1 DISAPPROVE = 4 
APPROVE = 2 STRONGLY DISAPPROVE = 5 
UNDECIDED = 3 

Using vehicles to intercept game .oeing chased by dogs ••••••• 3.8111 
Using Cli radios to direct hunters to intercept game ••••••••• 3.b47 
Using a high-powered rifle to road hunt ••••••••••••••••••••• 11.3~2 
Using a shotgun to road hufit •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3.727 
Shooting from the road at qame a~ it cro5ses the road ••••••• 4.398 
Shooting fro~ the road at game that is off the roaa ••••••••• 3.o60 

Which statement below bt::st d~scribes how you feel about hunting? 

I STRONGLY AFPROVE OF IT 41.8~ 
IT'S OKAY 41.7% 
I AH NEUTRAL TOWARD IT 9.oi 

I DISAPPROVE Of IT ~.2% 
I SThONGLY DISAPPROVE Of IT 2.3, 

If you disapprove of hunting, hov important are each of the 
following reasons tor you disapproval of hunting? SKIFFED BY T&OSE 
WHO APPROVED OR WERE NEUTRAL TOWARD HUNTING. THE RESOL'.I'S AilE 
BASED ON TH~ ANSWERS HAVING THE FOLLOWING VALUES: 
EXTREHF.;LY IMPORTANT = 1 SLIGH'I·LY IMPORTANT = l! 
QUITE I!PORTANT = 2 NOT I~PO~TANT = 5 
ftODERATELY IMPORTANT = 3 

I dislike the idea of killing for pleasure •••••••••••••••••• 1.8~~ 
It is cruel and inhumane to the ani~als ••••••••••••••••••••• 2.5~5 
The animals do not have a chance dgainst modern sportsmen .... 2.~10 
Hunting is destroying what is left of our wildlife •••••••••• 2.866 
I do not like hum<ln behavior that. involves viole11ce ••••••••• 2.1.27 
Too •any hunters abuse the ~rivileage ••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.945 
I do not like the type of people who usually hunt ••••••••••• 3.619 

Below is a list of reasons for hunting. flease i.i.dicate vhetner 
you approve or disapprove of eacn reason. TnE RESULTS ARE BASED 
ON THE ANSWERS HAVING T'rlE FOLLOwING VALUES: 
STRONGLY APE-ROVE : 1 DISAPPhOVE = 4 
APPROVE = 2 SThONGLY DISAPPROV~ = 5 
UNDECIDED = 3 

Hunting game for recreation ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.007 
Bunting for •~at •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.~71 
Hunting for recreation and meat ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.030 
Bunting for a trophy, such as antlers •••••••••• · •••••••••••• • 3. 3bo 
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Have you ever done any of the following actions? 

NEVER 
AT ALL 

seen a farm animal killed for fooa ••••••••• :24:2i 
Actually participated in ll.lling a farm 

animal tor food •• ~·······••••••••••••••••••34.91 
Seen a wild animal shot ••••••••••••••••••••• 11.3~ 
Personally shot a wild ani•al ••••••••••••••• 23.3\ 

A FEW !UNY 
THIES 'l'l MES 
2b:8i ~-0~ 

24.91 40.1\ 
32.Ji Sb .II\ 
29.8, 46.95' 

Have you ever hunted?.MANY TIMES b2.4l, FEW TIMES 20.1,, NEVEh 17.4' 

Did your parents approve of hunting? ••••••••• YES 93.3~, NO b.7~ 

How much have you thought about wildlife? A LOT 55.21, A MODERATE 
AftOUNT 36.bl, ONLY A ~ITTLl 5.7~, HARDLY AT ALL 2.51 

Please indicatre whether you believe the f oilowing statements are 
true or false. THE CORkECT ANSWER IS MArlKED BY AN ASTnlCK-• 

In recent years, hunting has nearly 
eliminatett several species of vildlife •••••• 31.2l 

Predator control is generally a very effective 
technique for increasing game populations ••• 49.2~ 

In some cases, hunting female deer will 
actually benefit the deer population •••••••• b9.2l• 

If it were not for hunters, there would 
still be plenty of wildlife ••••••••••••••••• 36.4~ 

Bunters contribute more money toward wildlife 
protection and habitat im;:•rove11ent than 
any other wildlife interest group ••••••••••• 49.61• 

For every bird that survives to reproduce, 
there are many others that die due to 

~ 

43.21• 

lb.if·• 

1J.3'-' 

114. II"'* 

13.41 

starvation, freezing, diseases,etc •••••••••• 69.7%• 6.11 

DuN'T 
u.ill!. 
25.7i 

31+. 1\ 

17.5, 

25.1' 

37.0l 

Do you agree or disagree with the stateJLent that 11lidldlife on 
your land must be controllt=d7 SThONGLY AGhEE 24.4~, AGhLE 44.7'X., 
UNDECIDED 17 .4'X., DISAGhEE 10. 7\, S'lRONGLY DISAGR:t;l:: 2 .!:i'X. 

Some wildlife can cause economic losses to a landowner by damaging 
crops, trees, livestock, etc. Below is a list of ani~als that 
•ight cause such damag~. Plea~ inuicate how mucn damage each of 
these animals cause on your land. TH£ RESULTS A~E BASED ON THE 
ANSWERS HAVING ThE FOLLOWING VkLULS: 
SEVERE DAMAGE = 1 LITI'Ll: DAMAGE = 4 
CONSIDEnABLE D!~AGE = 2 NO DA~AGE = 5 
ftODERATE DAaAGE = 3 

Deer •••••••••••••••• 3.403 
Beaver •••••••••••••• 3.657 
crov •••••••••••••.•• 3.529 
Rabbit •••••••••••••• 4.527 

baccoon ••••••••••••• 3.875 
Fox ••••••••••••••••• ~.165 
TurKey •••••••••••••• 4.801 
Groundhog ••••••••••• 2.916 
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The folowir1g is a list of son.e reasons why wildlife mignt be 
considered importar1t. tc Virginian:.. How ia:portant are each of 
these reasons to you? THE hl:SULTS ARL BASED ON THE ANSW~nS hAVlNG 
THE FOLLOWING VALUES: 
EXTREMELY IMPOhTANT = 1 SLIGH'l'LY Il'IPOP.TANT = 4' 
QUITE Il'JP01TANT = ~ NOT IMPORTANT = S 
ftODERATELY ll'lPORTANT = 3 

They proviae recr~ation ••••••••••••••.•••••••••• · ••••••••••••• i.631 
They are of scien~ific value •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~.8~6 
People enjoy viewinq wildlife ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.79S 
They are a souice of food and turs •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.bSY 
They are part of the ecological balance 

upon which we are all dependent ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.096 
People enjoy just Jtnow i11g that. t.he y exist. ••••••••••••••••••• £. o 2!> 
They play an iaportant. part. in our cultural berit.age •••••••• 2.10~ 
Animals lla.ve a riqht t.o ~xist ••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• •• 1.68& 

The following is a list. of some possible threats to Virginia's 
wildlife populations. Ho11 ser.1.ous do you considtr eacn of t.!lese 
threat.s to wildlil:e in general t.Otlay'? l'h.E RESULTS ARE BASi:D Oil THE 
ANSWERS HAVIJH; THE l"OLLOiiih\. VALU:k:S: 
EJl.TRE~IELY SE.RlOUS :: 1 SLlGHTLY SEhIOUS :: 4 
QUITE SERIOUS : 2 NOT SERIOUS = 5 
ftODEhATELY SEfiIOUS = 5 

Pollution ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l.q~~ 
Legal hunting ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3.blb 
Illegal hunt1ng ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.YH2 
Loss of habitat. due t.o human develoo:rent. •••••••••••••••••••• 2.2."..t.7 
Unsound 'liilalite manageu.ent pr<lctic~s ••••••••••••••••••••••• 2. 74!> 
Predation bj other animdl~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3.512 
All-terrain vehicl'='s (Jeeps, 4>.4 t.~ucKi:>, etc.) •••••••••••••• 2.o13 
Commerci4l trapring ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3.162 

Where do you live? 

AftELIA CO., VA •••••••••• 15.4~ 
PRINCE EDWARD CO., VA •••• 14.2~ 
OTHER CO. IN PIED~ONT VA.12.3~ 
STATE OTHER THAN VA ••••••• 7.21 

CHAHLOl'TE CO., VA ••••••• • 23 .&I 
LUN~NR~RG CO., VA •••••••• 20.8~ 
OTH.P.fi Ah.EA IN VI.kGINIA •••• b .o\ 

If you have any questions about the survey, please writ.e me at. the 
following adaress: 

Gray Hauser 
Der·aruient. of Fisheries aria itildlife Sciences 

Cneat.nam Hall 
Virginia Tech 

Blacks.burg, Virginia 240bl 



Deer 
Raccoon 
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Rabbit 
Groundhog 
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CITYSI:ZE 
EDUC 
F A.Ri1LD 
PA:RAPPOV 
KILLF ARM 
H UNTEXPR 
DEERD AM 
'1'0TQ15 
TOIQ16 
APPROVAL 
TO:J'Q2 0 
NEWQ17 

Population size of area of childhood residence 
Level of education 
Incidence 0£ farming 
Parents• attitude toward hunting 
Frequency of killing livestock 
Frequency of hunting by the reEpondent 
Level of damage caused Ly deer 
Number of problems caused by hunters 
Attitude toward hunters 
Attitude towarJ hunting 
Attitude toward reasons for hunting 
Attitude toward road bunting 



CITYSIZE 
EDUC 
RES ID NT 
AGE 
F ARMLD 
INCOMLND 
LANDSI'ZE 
TOTQ15 
\IIILDCONT 
DE.ERDAt1 
Ii:iF'DFUR 
SCARCE 
W II.DT HOT 
Ti'lVDHLD 
Il'1ECOBAL 
I MK m~ XST 
SRTHTRAP 
SRTHOHV 
SRTHJL.LH 
SRTffLSH 

·IHHUNT 

APPBOVA.L 
'.l'OTQ20 
'l'OTQ2 1 
H UN'IE XPE 
PARAPPOV 
TOTQ27 
STRGA'ITD 
TOTQ16 
NEWQ17 

Population size of area of childhood residence 
Level of eaucation 
Resident or absentee cwner 
Age 0£ respondent 
Incidence of £arming 
Incidence of income yielding use of land 
Size of land owned 
Number of problems caused by hunters 
Belief that aniruals must be controlled 
Level of <lamage ca~sed by deer 
Importance of wildlife as source cf food and fur 
Belief that wildlife is scarce 
Amount of time spent thinking about wildlife 
Importance of wildli£e for viewing 
Importance of wildlife to ecological balance 
Importance of wildlife for knowing it exists 
Seriousness of trafping as a threat to wildlife 
Seriousness of 4X4 trucks as a threat to wildlife 
Seriousness of illegal hunting as ~ildlife threat 
Seriousness of legal hunting as <l wildlife threat 
Importance of wildlife for providing hunting 
recreation 
Attitude towara bunting 
Attitude toward reasons for hunting 
Freguency of experiences with bloodshed 
Frequency of hunting by the respondent 
Parents' attitude toward hunting 
Kno~ledge of wildlife management 
Attitude toward hunters form ether areas 
Attitude toward hunters 
Attitude toward road bunting 
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Comp~site variatle 

DEMOGRPH 

FABr1AGE 

EXP.R 

VU.Li'./ ER 

PROBLEMS 

wD'f:HREAT 

UTILITRN 

HUNTING 

Component variables* 

CI'IYSIZE** 
T:~D UC 
RESHlNT 

PARMLD 
AGE 

iiUN'IEXPH 
:IC'IQ 2 1 ** 
LA ND SIZE 
INCOMLND** 

SCAFCE 
WI"LD'IHCT 
IC·lVIHilD 
11HCC3AL 
IMK~lEXST 

TOTQ15 

Sfl'IP:ILLH 
SHTI-10 RV 
.SDTH'IIiAP 

tH.LDCG NT 
.DEEBI:A."1 
Ii'lFDFUR 

AgPHOVl1L 
'IC'IQ20 
rrrnu NT 

HUNTBB STRGA'ITD 
TOIQ16 

RDHUNT NEWQ17 

*Values of component variables were converted to z-scores 
and summed. 

**Negative component 
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THE STATUS OF LANDCWNER-SPORTSaAN 

RELATIONS iN PIEDMONT VIRGINIA 

by 

Thomas Gray Hauser, Jr. 

(Abstract) 

F.ost of the hunting opportunities in Virginia are on 

private land, and their continaed existence is threatened by 

shrin.king wildlife habitat and increasingly restricted 

public access to remaining wi1 d life ii.a.bi tat. '£he 

avuilability of land for hunting and reasons landowners 

restrict access to their land were investigated in four 

couaties in piedillont Vin;inia. Landowners were surveyed 

with a mailed questionnaire~ The typical respondent was a 

5 5 year old male with a hirjh school education, who uas 

raised in the country, and did some £armirg and hunting. 

While about half the respondents posted their land, 90 

percent allowed some hunting. Bad experiences· with hunters 

were common, and usually involved trespassing or property 

damage. Attitudes toward hunters and hunting were generally 

favorable, but road hunting and non-local hunters met with 

disapproval .. Respondents rated existence and aesthetic 

values of wildlife much higher than hunting and food values. 

A regression modal of the determinants of access control 

had low predictive power. The study did find that attitudes 



toward hunters and road huntin~ were the test predictors of 

access control ior most respondents, while attitude toward 

hunting was the best predictor for those who completely 

prohibited hunting. 

LanJowners• distrust of non-local hunters and wldespread 

limitation of access to local residents ern9hasize the need 

to increase public hunting cpportunities near urban areas 

through incentives to landowners. Altering lando~ners' 

attitudes towacd hunters, not toward huntL1g, seems to be 

the best way to increase access in yeneral. A more 

favorable image 0£ hunters can be achieved by improving 

hunter bebavio~ through effective control of road bunting 

and promoting hunting ethics. Instilling an ethic of 

sportsmanship in all hunters is a ditf icu1 t cha.l lengE~ but 

it ls the only major solution to landowner-hunter conflicts. 
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